
was submitted as a document to this second part of the Conference which was
attended by delegations from 24 member countries as well as observers from
various international organizations. At its final plenary meeting on 14
November 1974, the Conference approved a report, a Final Act and adopted
the text of an Agreement for Joint Financing of North Atlantic Ocean Sta-
tions. The Agreement entered into force on 1 December 1976 (see paragraph
2) upon the ratification of or accession to the Agreement by a sufficient
number of member countries as required under the provisions of the Agree-
ment.

iI. The major decisions taken by the Conference which have a
corresponding effect on the draft of the Agreement as submitted to the
Conference, related to: (a) the number and location of the ocean stations form-
ing the NAOS network which were considered as the minimum for meteorolog-
ical purposes and at the same time the maximum that could be financed and
operated by those Member countries of WMO likely to participate in a new
NAOS Agreement initially; (b) the cost-sharing arrangements among the coun-
tries participating in the joint financing Agreement; (c) duration of the Agree-
ment including the rcumstances and conditions under which a Contracting
Party may denoufee the Agreement; (d) reimbursement of costs to Contract-
ing Parties operating the vessels; (e) responsibilities of WMO; (1) conditions for
entry into force of the Agreement and (g) interim arrangements to ensure the
continuity in the operation of a NAOS network in the period between the ter-
mination of the previous Agreement on 30 June 1975 and the entry into force
of the new Agreement.

NoTE
1An Informal Planning Meeting (IPM) is a meeting convened by the Secretary-

General to assist him in planning some aspect of a WMO programme. Participants are
usually nominated by members. The conclusions or proposals made by an IPM have no
status within the organization. Any follow-up action rests with the Secretary-General.

III. OTHER INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

A. COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY

I. The Commission of the European Economic Community (hereafter
named the Community) welcomes the invitation contained in General Assem-
bly resolution 36/112 to forward observations on the reports which the
Secretary-General submitted to the 35th and the 36th General Assembly on
the question "Review of the multilateral treaty-making process".

2. The reports from the Secretary-General contain observations from a
number of international organizations which explain the role they have in the
context of the multilateral treaty-making process. The Commission considers it
necessary to draw attention to certain aspects of the Community's functions
which represent an important development in the field of international law and
international institutions, these developments which must be taken into
account when considering the process of the elaboration of multilateral treaties



as an element of the progressive development of international law and its
codification.

3. Member States of the Community are under the obligation to enter
into negotiations with each other, as far as is necessary, with a view to securing
certain benefits for their nationals on matters enumerated in Article 220 of the
founding treaty. The Community, therefore, can, in a limited number of cases,
serve as the forum for concluding a multilateral treaty, but this is an exception
from its main functions and calls for no particular comments in this context.

4. It must be taken into consideration that the Community has interna-
tional legal personality and is capable under international law of concluding
treaties with States and other entities on matters for which its Member States
have transferred their competence to the Community. The Community's abil-
ity to act as a contracting party to an international convention does not how-
ever represent a unique case. A number of intergovernmental organizations
have been acquiring such capacities; this trend is reflected in the work which
over a number of years has been carried out within the International Law
Commission in its elaboration of a set of draft articles on the question of
treaties concluded between States and international organizations or between
two or more international organizations.'

5. The Community has the exclusive competence, in particular, to nego-
tiate and conclude agreements on its own behalf with third States in the field
of commercial policy. Moreover, the exclusive competence of the Community
covers areas where the Community has adopted uniform rules for the applica-
tion of its common policies, such as the common agricultural policy.

6. In the absence of Community rules, external competence for the
Community exists where the Community has internal powers to take action in
the sphere in question and the Community's participation in an international
agreement is necessary in order to achieve one of its objectives.

7. In the areas referred to above, the Community has concluded a
number of multilateral treaties among which mention will be made only of the
following, which are the most interesting in the present context:

(a) The EEC is a contracting party to the International Olive Oil Agree-
ment and to the Convention on Multilateral Co-operation in the Northwest
Atlantic Fisheries;

(b) The Community together with its member States has concluded
several commodity agreements: The International Wheat Agreement, 1971;
The International Cocoa Agreement, 1975; The International Tin Agreement,
1975; and The International Coffee Agreement, 1976. The EEC is a contract-
ing party alongside some of its member States to the Barcelona Convention of
16 February 1976 for the protection of the Mediterranean Sea against pollu-
tion and the Protocol for the prevention of pollution of the Mediterranean Sea
by dumping from ships and aircraft which were elaborated under the auspices
of the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP). It is also a signatory
alongside all its member States to the Convention on Long-Range Transboun-
dary Air Pollution 1979, and it is intended to ratify this Convention on 15 July
1982;

(c) A particularly interesting series of Conventions, which have associ-
ated a series of developing countries (more than 50 States) in Africa, the



Caribbean and the Pacific with the Community has been concluded over the
years (Yaound6 I and II, Lom6 I). The Second Lom6 Convention was con-
cluded on 31 October 1979. These Conventions have set up a special relation-
ship between the ACP States and the Community, which gives these countries
privileges in the field of trade as well as aid to development.

8. Under the present practice, rules of procedure for UN conferences
provide for Community participation as an observer even in cases where such
conferences have been convened for the elaboration of a treaty on matters of
Community competence. This was for example the case at the Third United
Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea which covered a number of subject
matters falling within the Community's competence. Experience has shown
that the status of observer does not accommodate the interests of the Com-
munity in the case where an international conference has been convened for
the purpose of concluding a multilateral treaty in respect of which competence
rests either exclusively with the Community or is shared between the Com-
munity and its member States.

9. The capacity of an international organization to participate in the ela-
boration and adoption of a multilateral treaty is taken into consideration in the
draft emanating frorfi the International Law Commission on the subject of
treaties concluded between States and international organizations or between
two or more international organizations. Reference is in particular made to the
text contained in:

-draft article 7: full powers and powers for representatives of organiza-
tions to negotiate and conclude a treaty;

-draft article 9: adoption of the text of a multilateral treaty;
-draft article 77: functions of a depositary for a multilateral treaty;
-draft article 80: registration of a treaty for which an international organi-

zation has the depositary functions.
10. The Community submits that the above reservations should be taken

into consideration at the further work at the United Nations on the subject of
reviewing the multilateral treaty-making process. In this context we should like
to draw attention to the close relationship that exists between the review of the
multilateral treaty-making process and the effort to elaborate standard rules of
procedure for UN conferences. We welcome the ongoing work in these
matters in view of the importance of achieving a coherent approach.

NOTE

I Report of the Intemational Law Commission on its 32nd and 33rd sessions, Official
Records of the General Assembly, Thirty-fifth Session, Supplement No. 10, Chapter IV, Sect.
B, and Official Records of the General Assembly, Thirty-sixth Session, Supplement No. 10,
Chapter III, Sect. B.

B. CONSEIL DE L'EUROPE

1. Introduction

1. La prbsente note contient la contribution du Conseil de l'Europe "i la
prbparation du rapport du Secr6taire g6n6ral des Nations Unies demand par



l'Assembl6e g6n6rale dans sa r6solution 32/48 du 8 d6cembre 1977, intitul6e
"R6examen du processus d'6tablissement des trait6s multilat6raux".

2. En annexe ont W joints les trois documents suivants :
- Mod~les de clauses finales d'accords ou de conventions. Ces modles

ont 6 adopt6s par le Comit6 des ministres du Conseil de l'Europe en 1962.
Ils font l'heure actuefle l'objet d'un r6examen. Le Secr6tariat du Conseil de
l'Europe transmettra le nouveau texte ds qu'il aura 6t adopt6 (annexe 1).

- M~thodes et instruments de coopEration au Conseil de l'Europe.
- Etat des signatures et des ratifications des conventions et accords du

Conseil de l'Europe, au 11 avril 1979 (n'est pas reproduit ici).
3. A l'heure actuelle, une centaine de conventions et accords' ont W

adopt~s au sein du Conseil de l'Europe. La proc6dure r6gissant leur 61abora-
tion n'est pas pr~vue par des dispositions du Statut de l'Organisation (5 mai
1949). Elle a &6 6tablie et s'est d6veloppe peu h pen depuis la cr6ation du
Conseil. Mais, sur la base de cette pratique, il est possible de d6gager certaines
rbgles concernant les diff6rentes 6tapes de l'61aboration d'un trait6 europ~en.

2. L"initiative

4. L'initiative d'entreprendre l'61aboration d'une convention ou d'un
accord peut provenir de sources tr~s diverses : Assembl6e consultative 2,
comit6s d'experts, conf6rences de ministres sp6cialis6s, gouvernements, comit
des ministres 3 ou secr6tariat.

5. Les comit~s d'experts sont des organes subsidiaires institu6s par le
Comit6 des ministres en vertu de l'article 17 du Statut 4. Ce sont des comites
auxiliairres du Comit6 des ministres, qui, en rfgle g6n6rale, leur donne un
mandat tr~s pr6cis. Toutefois, h c6t6 de comit~s sp6cialis~s charg6s d'une tdche
assez restreinte et qui cessent de fonctionner lorsque cette tdche est accomplie,
il existe des comites dont la comp6tence est beaucoup plus 6tendue puisqu'ils
sont responsables d'une tranche importante du plan h moyen terme de
l'Organisation. Parmi tous les comit6s, ce sont ces derniers qui font au Comit&
des ministres des propositions relatives h l'61aboration de trait6s europ6ens.

6. Tous les Etats membres ont la possibilit6 de d6signer des participants.
Toutefois, malgr6 ce mode de d6signation, les membres des comit6s ne sont
pas consid~r6s comme repr6sentants des gouvernements mais comme des
experts sp6cialis6s dans la matibre dont l'6tude est assignee au comit6; ils
agissent sous leur propre responsabilit6 et n'engagent pas celle de leur
gouvernement.

7. Des observateurs peuvent dtre invit6s h participer aux r6unions des
comit6s d'experts. Ils repr6sentent des Etats non membres, des organisations
intergouvernementales on des organisations non gouverementales.

8. A c6t6 de ces comit~s d'experts institu~s en vertu de l'article 17 du
Statut, il convient de signaler l'existence de comit6s pr~vus par certaines con-
ventions et qui sont charges en particulier de faire des propositions tendant h
am~liorer les conditions d'application de la convention concern6e. Ces comit6s
(dits "conventionnels") peuvent ainsi 6tre amen6s h proposer l'61aboration
d'un protocole d'amendement on d'une nouvelle convention. Leur composition
est diff6rente de celle des comit~s de l'article 17 car ils r6unissent des
repr~sentants des parties contractantes. %



9. Les conferences de ministres specialists r~unissent, h intervalles plus
ou moins r~guliers, les membres des gouvernements qui sont charges d'un sec-
teur d~termin6 de l'action gouvernementale (ducation, justice, environnement,
etc.). Le Statut du Conseil de l'Europe ne contient pas de dispositions concer-
nant express~ment ces conferences. Toutefois, elles ont 6tabli des rapports par-
ticuliers de travail avec l'Organisation, en particulier pour ce qui concerne la
preparation, l'ordre du jour ou le secretariat (qui est assur6 par le Secretariat
du Conseil de l'Europe). Le Secrtaire g~n~ral du Conseil de l'Europe pr~sente
au Comit6 des ministres un rapport sur chacune de ces conferences et porte h
sa connaissance toutes les resolutions, decisions et autres textes qui en
6manent.

10. L'Assembl~e consultative et les comit~s d'experts de l'article 17 sont
h l'origine du plus grand nombre des trait~s europ~ens. 5 Mais, dans la pra-
tique, il n'est pas toujours possible de savoir qui a vraiment pris l'initiative.
Mdme si formellement cela n'apparaft pas, ce peut 6tre, par exemple, un
gouvernement ou une organisation non gouvernementale. En outre, plusieurs
conventions ou accords s'inspirent d'une idle de l'Assembl6e consultative qui a
k6 reprise formellement plus tard par un autre organe.

3. La ddcision d'dlaborer une convention ou un accord

11. Cette decision est toujours prise par le Comit6 des ministres,
g~nfralement apr~s avoir requ l'avis d'un comit6 d'experts sur l'opportunit6 et
la faisabilit6 d'entreprendre une telle activit6. La decision, qui est prise en
principe dans le cadre de l'adoption du programme de travail de
l'organisation, requiert, conform~ment h l'article 20, d, du Statut, la majorit6
des deux tiers des voix exprim~es et la majorit6 des repr~sentants ayant le
droit de singer.

4. La ndgociation proprement dite

12. Le projet de trait& est pr~par6 par un comit6 d'experts, d~jh existant
ou cr h cet effet 6. Comme il a d~jh 6t6 indiqu6, les membres des comit~s ne
sont pas consid~r~s comme des repr~sentants des gouvernements 7.

13. G~n~ralement, un comit6 d'experts charg& d'6laborer une convention
ou un accord regoit un mandat de dur~e limit~e (un an ou deux renouvelables
par decision du Comit6 des ministres) et se r~unit en moyenne deux fois par
an. A l'issue de chaque reunion, il adresse un rapport au Comit6 des ministres
pour l'informer en particulier de l'avancement des travaux et demander, le cas
fch~ant, une prolongation de son mandat. Si un comit6 d'experts se heurte h
des difficult~s de caract~re politique, il peut soumettre la question au Comit
des ministres.

14. A l'occasion de l'examen des rapports des comit~s d'experts, des
d~l~gations, au sein du Comit6 des ministres, peuvent faire des observations
tcrites ou orales. Mais, avant l'6tablissement du projet d~finitif, il est rare que
ces remarques portent sur le fond du texte en preparation.

15. Lorsque le Comit d'experts a rempli son mandat, le projet de trait6
est soumis au Comit6 des ministres, qui peut, avant de se prononcer
d~finitivement, le transmettre pour avis h l'Assembl~e consultative.



16. Gn6ralement, surtout lorsque le contenu du projet est tr~s tech-
nique, le texte est adopt6 par le Comit des ministres sans changement. Par-
f6is, cependant, les n~gociations peuvent se poursuivre. Ainsi un projet de con-
vention n'a U6 adopts qu'apr~s plusieurs reunions du Comit6 des ministres,
pour lesquelles les repr~sentants des Etats pouvaient se faire accompagner
d'experts.

5. Adoption du texte

17. La decision d'adopter le texte est prise par le Comit des ministres;
l'adoption exige la rnajorit des deux tiers des voix exprimes et la majorit6
des repr~sentants ayant le droit de singer.

18. Cette majorit acquise, le trait6 est ouvert h la signature si on cons-
tate qu'il n'y a pas d'opposition explicite d'un repr~sentant.

19. Depuis quelques ann~es, les projets de convention ou d'accord sont
accompagn~s de rapports explicatifs, prepares par les comit~s d'experts ou par
le Secretariat. Le Comit des ministres doit decider s'ils peuvent etre rendus
publics, ce qui, jusqu'h present, a toujours W le cas.

6. Durde de l'dlaboration

20. La dure d'61aboration des trait~s europ~ens est tr~s variable. Elle
peut aller de quelques mois h pr~s de quinze ans. Toutefois, la grande majorit
des accords ou conventions sont elabor~s dans une p~riode de trois A quatre
ans.

ANNEX I

Model Final Clauses for Conventions and Agreements concluded
within the Council of Europe 8

INTRODUCTION

At the 113th meeting of the Deputies in September 1962, the Committee of Minis-
ters of the Council of Europe approved two texts of final clauses to be used for interna-
tional treaties concluded within the Council of Europe. One of these texts was designed
for agreements that can be signed without reservation as to ratification and acceptance,
and the other for conventions requiring ratification or acceptance. These texts were to
serve as models for committees of experts charged with drawing up Council of Europe
agreements or conventions. It was agreed that the texts could subsequently be amended
in special cases or in the light of the results of the work of the International Law Com-
mission of the United Nations.

Since 1962, these model final clauses have been used in a great many European
conventions and agreements. This very use has, however, revealed the need for certain
changes to the texts. Moreover, the work of the International Law Commission resulted
in the adoption in 1969 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, which takes
account of the most recent developments in international practice.

So as to take these different factors into account, the Committee of Ministers has
approved a single new set of model final clauses, at the 315th meeting of the Deputies in
February 1980. This model applies to conventions or agreements concluded between
States. The Committee of Ministers points out that when considering the draft European
Convention for the Protection of International Watercourses against Pollution, and in



order to enable the European Economic Community as such to become a Party to that
convention, it adopted final clauses providing for that possibility. Similar clauses are
found in the European Convention of 10 March 1976 for the Protection of Animals kept
for Farming Purposes, the European Convention of 10 May 1979 on the Protection of
Animals for Slaughter and the Convention of 19 September 1979 on the Conservation of
European Wildlife and Natural Habitats.

The model final clauses appearing hereafter apply to both conventions and agree-
ments. With the exception of Article (a) for which two alternatives are proposed, the
texts of all the articles are the same for conventions and agreements: it suffices to main-
tain or to delete, as appropriate, the words between brackets.

Finally, it should be noted that these model final clauses are intended only to facili-
tate the task of committees of experts and avoid textual divergencies which would not
have any real justification. The model is in no way binding and different clauses may be
adopted to fit particular cases.

Article (a)

Alternative I (agreements)

1. This Agreement shall be open for
signature by the member States of the
Council of Europe which may express their
consent to be bound by:

(a) signature without reservation as to
ratification, acceptance or approval, or

(b) signature subject to ratification,
acceptance or approval followed by
ratification, acceptance or approval.

2. Instruments of ratification, accept-
ance or approval shall be deposited with
the Secretary General of the Council of
Europe.

Alternative 2 (conventions)

This Convention shall be open for signa-
ture by the member States of the Council
of Europe. It is subject to ratification,
acceptance or approval. Instruments of
ratification, acceptance or approval shall be
deposited with the Secretary General of
the Council of Europe.

cle (b)

1. (This Agreement) (This Convention) shall enter into force on the first day of the
month following the expiration of a period of ... months after the date on
which ... member States of the Council of Europe have expressed their consent to be
bound by (the Agreement) (the Convention) in accordance with the provisions of Article
(a).

2. In respect of any member State which subsequently expresses its consent to be
bound by it, (the Agreement) (the Convention) shall enter into force on the first day of
the month following the expiration of a period of... months after the date (of signature
or) 9 of the deposit of the instrument of ratification, acceptance or approval.

Article (c)

1. After the entry into force of (this Agreement) (this Convention), the Committee
of Ministers of the Council of Europe may invite any State not a member of the Council
to accede to (this Agreement) (this Convention), by a decision taken by the majority
provided for in Article 20 (d) of the Statute of the Council of Europe and by the unani-
mous vote of the representatives of the Contracting States entitled to sit on the Commit-
tee.1 0

2. In respect of any acceding State, (the Agreement) (the Convention) shall enter
into force on the first day of the month following the expiration of a period of...



months after the date of deposit of the instrument of accession with the Secretary Gen-
eral of the Council of Europe.

Article (d)

1. Any State may at the time of signature or when depositing its instrument of
ratification, acceptance, approval or accession, specify the territory or territories to which
(this Agreement) (this Convention) shall apply.

2. Any State may at any later date, by a declaration addressed to the Secretary
General of the Council of Europe, extend the application of (this Agreement) (this Con-
vention) to any other territory specified in the declaration. In respect of such territory
(the Agreement) (the Convention) shall enter into force on the first day of the month
following the expiration of a period of... months after the date of receipt of such
declaration by the Secretary General.

3. Any declaration made under the two preceding paragraphs may, in respect of
any territory specified in such declaration, be withdrawn by a notification addressed to
the Secretary General. The withdrawal shall become effective on the first day of the
month following the expiration of a period of... months after the date of receipt of
such notification by the Secretary General.

Article (e)1

1. Any State may, at the time of signature or when depositing its instrument of
ratification, acceptance, approval or accession, declare that it avails itself of one or more
of the reservations provided for in the annex 12 to (this Agreement) (this Convention). 13

No other reservation may be made.' 4

2. Any Contracting State which has made a reservation under the preceding para-
graph may wholly or partly withdraw it by means of a notification addressed to the
Secretary General of the Council of Europe. The withdrawal shall take effect on the date
of receipt of such notification by the Secretary General.

3. A Party which has made a reservation in respect of a provision of (this Agree-
ment) (this Convention) may not claim the application of that provision by any other
Party; it may, however, if its reservation is partial or conditional, claim the application of
that provision in so far as it has itself accepted it.

Article (f)

1. Any Party may at any time denounce (this Agreement) (this Convention) by
means of a notification addressed to the Secretary General of the Council of Europe.

2. Such denunciation shall become effective on the first day of the month following
the expiration of a period of... months after the date of receipt of the notification by
the Secretary General.

Article (g)

The Secretary General of the Council of Europe shall notify the member States of
the Council and any State which has acceded to (this Agreement) (this Convention) of:

a. any signature;
b. the deposit of any instrument of ratification, acceptance, approval or accession;
c. any date of entry into force of (this Agreement) (this Convention) in accordance

with Articles (b), (c) and (d);
d. any other act, notification or communication relating to (this Agreement) (this

Convention).



IN WIT Ess WHEREOF the undersigned, being duly authorized thereto, have signed
(this Agreement) (this Convention).

DONE AT ....... the ....... in English and French, both texts being equally
authentic, in a single copy which shall be deposited in the archives of the Council of
Europe. The Secretary General of the Council of Europe shall transmit certified copies to
each member State of the Council of Europe and to any State invited to accede to (this
Agreement) (this Convention).

ANNEX I1

Methods and instruments of co-operation in the Council of Europe

Decision of the Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe

1. The Committee of Ministers, at the 249th meeting at Deputy level in October
1975, took note of a report prepared at its request by the Permanent Representative of
Sweden in co-operation with the Secretariat, concerning the advisability of replacing, in
certain cases, the elaboration of conventions by more efficient machinery and of the
desirability of a selective policy regarding the detailed follow-up to resolutions. The
report is reproduced in this publication.

2. In taking nbte of the report, the Committee of Ministers approved for its own
future guidance the criteria set out in paragraph 26 of the report.

3. For its part, the Secretariat was instructed to take these criteria into account
when formulating proposals in connection with the medium-term plan or annual pro-
gramme of activities of the Committee of Ministers, as well as to distribute the report to
the committees of experts set up under Article 17 of the Statute of the Council of
Europe.

4. In addition, the Committee of Ministers drew the attention of these committees
to the criteria set out in paragraph 26 of the report, asking them to take them into
account when examining the form which might be envisaged for the results of work
undertaken in the annual programme of activities.

5. Finally, the Committee of Ministers asked the Secretary General to make the
report available to the President and Committees of the Consultative Assembly.

Report on the advisability of replacing in certain cases the elaboration of conventions by more
efficient machinery and of the desirability of a selective policy regarding the detailed
follow-up to resolutions

INTRODUCTION

1. In Resolution (74)4 (Section 1, paragraph (1)) on the future role of the Council
of Europe, which was adopted on 24 January 1974 at its 53rd session, the Committee of
Ministers instructed the Ministers' Deputies:

-to study the" advisability of replacing in certain cases the elaboration of conventions
by a more efficient machinery;

-to study the desirability of a selective policy regarding the detailed follow-up to
resolutions.

2. Previously, in 1970, the Nordic delegations to the 6th Conference of European
Ministers of Justice at The Hague had presented a memorandum on working methods for
European inter-governmental co-operation in which it was suggested that the traditional
approach to European co-operation through internationally binding instruments such as
conventions should be replaced to some extent by a more flexible system of co-operation
which would place more emphasis on the techniques of ad hoc meetings and exchanges
of views.



3. The need to reconsider the methods used in the furtherance of co-operation has
arisen from the ever-quickening pace of change in modem European society, which must
be matched by correspondingly rapid legal developments. On the one hand, the sheer
volume of legislative instruments must necessarily increase and, on the other hand, they
must be produced more quickly and amended more easily to cope with changing cir-
cumstances.

4. It would not be surprising if the intensification of co-operation within the Coun-
cil of Europe, which has occurred in recent years, has upset the balance which existed
between the various methods of co-operation used and some adjustment may be neces-
sary in the weight which is attached to each form of co-operation. In this context, it is
important to recall the legal characteristics of the various methods available, their advan-
tages and disadvantages in achieving progress in intergovernmental co-operation, and the
role which each of them can usefully play in this respect. The principal methods which
merit close consideration are:

i. conventions;
ii. recommendations to Governments; and the less formal process of

iii. exchanges of views.

WORKING METHODS

Conventions

5. According to Article 15(a) of the Statute of the Council of Europe:
"On the recommendation of the Consultative Assembly or on its own initiative,

the Committee of Ministers shall consider the action required to further the aim of
the Council of Europe, including the conclusion of conventions or agreements and
the adoption by governments of a common policy with regard to particular matters."

The conclusion of conventions and agreements among member States is thus one of the
principal working methods envisaged by the Statute of the Council of Europe, and in the
practice of the Organization also these instruments have often been the foundation of
common action designed to achieve a greater unity between the member States. At the.
same time, however, it must be pointed out that conventions concluded within the Coun-
cil of Europe are not strictly speaking legal acts of the Organization itself but owe their
existence to the independently expressed consent of member States. Thus, conventions
are not automatically binding upon member States, nor are States under a legal obliga-
tion to express their consent to be bound by such an instrument.

6. The strength of the convention as an instrument of co-operation lies in its for-
mality and its legally binding nature with regard to those States which have accepted the
treaty. States which proceed to ratification of a convention incur obligations in interna-
tional law which can be enforced inter se, and in the absence of international legislative
machinery conventions are a particularly important source of legally binding obligations
in the fullest sense. Where it is felt necessary that concrete legal obligations should be
undertaken by States it is only through securing their acceptance of a convention that
this can be done.

7. In view of their formal and binding nature it is possible to follow up the conclu-
sion of conventions with some kind of specific control machinery to assist in the enforce-
ment of the legal obligations undertaken. Practice shows that the control machinery may
vary according to the substantive obligations which are involved.

The leading example of control machinery in a Council of Europe convention is that
set up under the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental
Freedoms, Article 19 of which provides:

"To ensure the observance of the engagements undertaken by the High Con-
trcting Parties in the present convention, there shall be set up:

"(a) A European Commission of Human Rights...



"(b) A European Court of Human Rights...".
A detailed control machinery is also set up under Part IV of the European Social

Charter, according to Article 21 of which:
"The Contracting Parties shall send to the Secretary General of the Council of

Europe a report at two-yearly intervals, in a form to be determined by the Commit-
tee of Ministers, concerning the application of such provisions of Part II of the Char-
ter as they have accepted."

Reports shall also be submitted relating to provisions of Part II which have not been
accepted. Both sets of reports are examined by a committee of experts and a sub-
committee of the Governmental Social Committee, following which recommendations
may be made by the Committee of Ministers.

A broadly similar system of control operates under Part XIII of the European Code
on Social Security.

Article 24 (1) of the European Convention on Establishment provides:

"A standing committee shall be set up within a year of the entry into force of
this convention. This committee may formulate proposals designed to improve the
practical implementation of the convention and, if necessary, to amend or to supple-
ment its provisions."
Some other Council of Europe conventions contain a simple reporting provision. For

example, the European Convention on the Equivalence of Diplomas leading to Admis-
sion to Universities provides in Article 2 that:

"Each Contracting Party shall, within a year of the coming into force of this
convention, provide the Secretary General of the Council of Europe with a written
statement of the measures taken to implement the previous Article."

The European Convention on the Equivalence of Periods of University Study contains a
similar provision in Article 7.

8. Conventions are an important means by which the scope of the Organization's
work can be extended beyond its usual regional limits, for conventions concluded within
the Council of Europe can provide for possible accession by non-member (including
non-European) States and in practice this is often done. There are exceptions in the case
of certain conventions which are intimately associated with the aims of the Council of
Europe and are "closed" conventions in the sense that they are open to signature only by
member States. To take but one example of an 'open" convention, the European Con-
vention relating to the Formalities required for Patent Applications provides in Article 9
that:

"After it has come into force, this convention shall be open to accession by all
States which are members of the International Union for the Protection of Industrial
Property".

In accordance with this Article, South Africa, Israel, Spain and Finland have acceded to
the convention. Greece remained a Party during the period of her withdrawal from the
Council of Europe.

9. Because they are not legal acts of the Council of Europe as such, conventions
are not subject to the statutory voting procedures applicable to the Committee of Minis-
ters, but instead questions concerning conventions are governed by a more flexible pro-
cedure which has evolved through practice. The adoption of a text by the Committee of
Ministers requires a two-thirds majority of the representatives entitled to sit on the Com-
mittee, in accordance with Article 20 (d) of the Statute. After that, however, there is
presumed to be unanimous agreement to open the convention for signature failing any
explicit statement of objection by a representative. Opening for signature is thus based on
a "reversed" unanimity. This flexible procedure is important in encouraging the opening
of conventions for signature, as at no time is unanimity in the usual sense required and
there is strong pressure to open a convention for signature umless good reasons exist for
not so doing and are put forward by a member State.



10. On the other hand, the binding and formal quality of conventions, which
makes them such important international instruments, also gives rise to corresponding
difficulties in their conclusion and implementation. The preparation of a convention is
generally a lengthy task which may involve difficulties of substance and of drafting tech-
nique. While on no account must thoroughness and accuracy in preparation be sacrificed
for speed, the preparation of conventions should be as efficient as possible, for otherwise
the danger is that the solution found in a convention will be out of date before it has
been introduced in practice.

11. Even after it has been prepared and after it has been opened for signature, a
convention still lacks legal significance until it has entered into force, having received the
requisite number of ratifications. This number varies from convention to convention.
While some conventions have required only two ratifications for their entry into force,
there are others which have laid down a more stringent requirement. What is important
in this respect is to remember the usefulness of the Council of Europe in offering a
framework for the conclusion of a convention even if only a limited number of member
States are interested in the subject matter, provided that this is in accord with the
political objectives of the Organization. Thus the drafting of a convention should not in
principle be ruled out in these circumstances, as there are numerous examples of conven-
tions which have generated little interest at first but have later been more widely sup-
ported. These include the European Convention on Establishment and the European
Agreement for the Prevention of Broadcasts Transmitted from Stations outside National
Territories.

12. Practice shows, however, that ratification of conventions by member States
tends to be slow. There is no obligation to ratify, even after having voted in favour of the
text of a convention, because such a vote does not involve any commitment to proceed to
ratify. Ultimately the decision whether or not to ratify lies with the State itself and there
is no way of guaranteeing that all member States will ratify a convention or even that
enough States will ratify it for it to enter into force. It can only be hoped that a conven-
tion having been carefully prepared and the Committee of Ministers having agreed to
open it for signature, it will prove acceptable to a majority of States. But this problem is
not confined to Council of Europe conventions. It exists with regard to all international
organizations and it could even be said that the record of ratifications of Council of
Europe treaties is more favourable than that of many other international organizations on
a European or world scale.

13. The slowness of the process of ratification is often due to the fact that Govern-
ments do not find the subject-matter involved or the solutions envisaged sufficiently
interesting from the political point of view. That is why it is undesirable to engage in
work on a new convention while the subject is not considered by at least some Govern-
ments to be a matter of interest or concern to them. There may of course also be delays
in ratification which result from reasons of a practical character. The need for translation
into the language or languages of a country may in some cases account for a certain
slowness. A more important cause of delay is the need to secure formal approval by
national parliaments. In this respect it might be helpful to seek the opinion of the Con-
sultative Assembly in selected cases before opening the convention for signature, thus
assuring the support of parliamentarians. Furthermore, explanatory reports are often use-
ful in assisting national authorities in the ratification process. In fact, such reports have
been prepared within the Council of Europe in respect of many conventions concluded
since 1965, but a number of conventions are still elaborated without an appropriate
explanatory report. These reports do not constitute instruments providing an authoritative
interpretation of the text of conventions, but they might be prepared in future in respect
of each convention in order to facilitate the application of the provisions therein con-
tained. In addition, it would be useful to hold regular exchanges of views on the state of
ratification of conventions such as take place regularly within the European Committee
on Legal Co-operation (CCJ). This practice might be developed and might even take
place on a political level.



14. Experience within the Council of Europe suggests that no general conclusion
can be drawn as to the speed of preparation and entry into force of conventions and
agreements. The periods involved depend on the nature and degree of the problems to
be solved. In some cases experience has shown that conventions concerning subjects of
great political interest may be elaborated and enter into force relatively quickly while in
other cases it may be that legal and political problems are so interwoven that even a
fairly rapid drafting of legal provisions may be impeded by changing political problems
which may arise. Such circumstances make it impossible to proceed to a meaningful com-
parison which might lead to reasonable conclusions as to whether the probable duration
of work involved is an argument for or against the retention of the form of a convention.
The main criteria in the making of this decision are, in fact, those set out above, namely
their formality and legally binding nature, possibilities of follow-up, extension to non-
member States etc.

15. Once a convention has entered into force, the subject-matter which it covers is
less susceptible to dynamic development unless provision is made in the treaty itself for
its continual adaptation. The question may thus arise with regard to many conventions as
to whether the treaty should be amended, for example, to meet changed circumstances or
to facilitate its implementation by Contracting Parties. Unfortunately, just as with the
preparation of the convention itself, this may be a slow and difficult process and once
effected amendments in any case are often cumbersome. Few Council of Europe conven-
tions contain any express provision regarding amendment. These include, however, the
following:

-Article 36 of the European Social Charter, under which any Member of the Council
of Europe may propose amendments to the Charter;

-Article 24 (1) of the Establishment Convention, which sets up a Standing Committee
which may formulate proposals for the amendment of the convention;

-Article 3 of the War-Disabled (Repair of Appliances) Agreement.

In many other cases it is provided that a subsequent bilateral or multilateral agree-
ment may prevail over the convention in question, thus allowing variations in the obliga-
tions undertaken while not providing for an actual amendment of the text itself.

16. The possibility should be considered of making more frequent use in relation to
appropriate subjects of the framework or outline treaty approach. According to this
approach, which seems to be acceptable in the technical field only, the content of such a
convention would be limited to general undertakings and/or principles to be followed by
the Contracting Parties. Questions of detail concerning the implementation of the con-
vention would be dealt with in either of the following ways:

(a) The drafting of more detailed provisions would be the task of a treaty body, as
in the case of the European Convention on the International Classification of Patents for
Invention, the Convention on the Elaboration of a European Pharmacopoeia and the
draft European Convention for the Protection of Animals kept for Farming Purposes.
Such a system could be accompanied by "contracting-out" procedures on the lines of
those followed within the International Civil Aviation Organization and the World
Health Organization;

(b) Detailed provisions would be appended to the convention by which a particu-
lar treaty body would have responsibility for amending or developing those provisions
whenever this proved to be necessary. This is at present the case with the European
Agreement on the Exchange of Therapeutic Substances of Human Origin, the European
Agreement on the Exchange of Blood-Grouping Reagents and the European Agreement
on the Exchange of Tissue-Typing Reagents.

The purpose of adopting either of these approaches for a framework treaty would be
to attempt to overcome the problems already mentioned regarding the difficulty of
amending a convention once it has entered into force.



Recommendations

17. Recommendations to Governments may be made by the Committee of Minis-
ters in accordance with Article 15(b) of the Statute of the Council of Europe:

"In appropriate cases, the conclusions of the committee may take the form of
recommendations to the governments of Members, and the committee may request
the governments of Members to inform it of the action taken by them with regard to
such recommendations."

In practice, recommendations to Governments have frequently been embodied in resolu-
tions of the Committee of Ministers and have been of great importance in implementing
decisions of the Committee in pursuance of the Council of Europe Work Programme.

18. Recommendations to Governments have certain advantages over conventions
in that, while great care must be taken in their preparation, in general they are easier to
draw up than conventions and thus are more quickly made ready for adoption. Also,
through being adopted in the form of a decision of the Committee of Ministers, they take
effect immediately and directly and are not dependent for their operation on any further
act of agreement by member States. Furthermore, they are more readily susceptible to
amendment, should the need arise, by the passing of a further resolution on the same
subject varying the recommendations originally made.

19. On the other hand, while recommendations take effect automatically with
regard to all Council of Europe member States, the legal force they possess on being
adopted is not the same as that which is attributable to conventions. While conventions
are legally binding and enforceable in international law, recommendations, by definition,
"recommend" a course of action to Governments which they may or may not subse-
quently choose to follow. While Governments may be under moral and political pressure
to ensure its implementation, the legal duty to act upon the recommendation goes no
further than to consider in good faith whether it should be implemented. Thus, while a
recommendation has the advantage of being directly applicable to Governments, it lacks
the legally binding force of a convention and is therefore normally less effective as a
means of influencing the action of Governments.

20. According to Article 20(a) of the Statute of the Council of Europe, resolutions
of the Committee of Ministers which embody recommendations under Article 15(b)
require the unanimous vote of the representatives casting a vote, and of a majority of the
representatives entitled to sit on the Committee. The need for unanimity among the votes
cast may lead to the result that the text of a recommendation which is finally adopted
may be only a minimum solution which is possibly less far-reaching than a majority of
representatives had originally envisaged and would have been willing to accept. In addi-
tion, it should be noted that, in accordance with Article 10 (2)(c) of the Rules of Pro-
cedure for the meetings of the Ministers' Deputies, a Deputy may express a reservation in
relation to a text even though he does not vote against it.

21. In an attempt to encourage the implementation of its recommendations, the
Committee of Ministers in 1959 decided to require the transmission of annual reports to
the Secretary General of the Council of Europe on action taken to implement each
recommendation. The general rule as to the presentation of annual reports, however, is
qualified by the inclusion of express provisions, in particular recommendations, designat-
ing some other period for.report, such as two, three, four or five years. Thus at present
there is a twofold "control system" in operation with reports being presented annually
under the general rule or at other periods in accordance with specific provisions. This sys-
tem is not entirely satisfactory, as it necessitates the preparation by Governments of a
steadily increasing number of reports each year, thus placing a heavy burden on the
Governments concerned, as well as the Council of Europe, and at the same time diluting
the effect of the report on each individual recommendation. In addition, it must be
admitted that only in a few cases are these reports effectively followed up within the
Council of Europe. In future, so as to ease the burden on Governments and to ensure



more efficient use of information received, this system will have to be revised so as to
operate more selectively. Any solution to the problem of following up recommendations
to Governments would probably have to involve:

(a) The abolition of the general rule as to annual reports, as well as the amend-
ment of existing specific provisions;

(b) Their replacement by a systematic study of reports on a collection of recom-
mendations on the same subject, with a limited number of subjects being selected for
reporting each year. This would remove the patchwork appearance of the present system
and would allow new recommendations to be allocated, wherever possible, to existing
categories and thus to be fitted into the revised scheme.

In addition it should be considered whether it is necessary to request reports from
member Governments in every case, but where a follow-up procedure is thought to be
desirable this might usefully involve two elements:

(a) A follow-up within the Council of Europe in which reports submitted by
member Governments are examined by the Secretariat with a view to assisting the
Governments in their implementation of recommendations of the Committee of Ministers:

(b) Examination of the reports by the competent intergovernmental committee
which could then make recommendations to the Committee of Ministers or to member
Governments through the Committee of Ministers.

Exchanges of views

22. Exchanges of views are not expressly mentioned in the Statute of the Council
of Europe but, although they are an informal means of achieving co-operation, they are
nevertheless a means which can produce important practical results. Being of a less for-
mal nature, an exchange of views involves a less arduous process of preparation than the
production of a convention or recommendation and can be arranged relatively quickly.
Discussion can be limited to States interested in the particular topic in question and so
lead to progress in an area which is restricted but in which progress can more rapidly be
achieved. Discussion can proceed more rapidly in a smaller group meeting in a less for-
mal context than, for example, the Committee of Ministers and may more easily result in
a compromise. Even if an exchange of views produces no definite outcome, it can
achieve the useful purpose of providing an opportunity to compare experience in a par-
ticular field, which may stimulate action on a national level or lead to further discussion
on an international basis.

23. While the exchange of views is undeniably a useful tool, it must be admitted
that it is subject to certain limitations. Most importantly, perhaps, it is generally suitable
only in certain restricted areas and only in relation to relatively new and unexplored
topics or to new problems arising in familiar fields where it is still necessary to compare
opinions and share experiences (for example, the question of the transplant of human
organs). In the quickly changing conditions of the present, however, such problems arise
with reasonable regularity.

24. In principle, an exchange of views should lead eventually to some further
action on a national or international level, including the adoption of a convention or a
recommendation to Governments, though in some cases the exchange of views might be
seen as an end in itself. Where further action is envisaged, an exchange of views should
be organized with the aim of assessing the advisability of preparing a formal instrument,
choosing between the two possibilities and defining the broad lines of the content of the
instrument. Where an exchange of views is used as an end in itself, it should lead to
something more than only a short report on the discussions. For example, the parties
might agree on a set of significant texts (such as reports, acts and proposed legislation)
which could form a file to be sent by the Secretariat to each Government in order to
bring this material to the notice of competent government departments. Exchanges of
views themselves must not be too informal, as some degree of organization is clearly



necessary. The Secretariat of the Council could play an important role in ensuring a
thorough and adequate preparation for an exchange of views in order to ensure that a
maximum amount could be achieved by such a meeting. Such preparation could be
undertaken alternatively or in addition by one or more Governments.

CONCLUSIONS

25. In the light of the above discussion the following conclusions might be drawn:
Conventions must still be regarded as a basic method of achieving progress in inter-

governmental co-operation, especially in relation to subjects which need long-lasting
changes in national law or require some special system of collective follow-up or supervi-
sion. Their conclusion within the framework of the Council of Europe is governed by a
flexible procedure not requiring the express unanimous consent of the member States.
Conventions embody legally binding obligations which may eventually be extended
beyond the circle of member States of the Organization. Even if few States are interested
at the outset, the conclusion of a convention designed to solve a long-term problem may
still be justified, as it is quite possible that participation will gradually widen in the course
of time. On the other hand, subjects which may suitably be dealt with in a convention
should be carefully selected in view of the lengthy preparation involved, possible delays
in ratification and the difficulty of subsequent amendment.

Recommendations are the most frequently used instruments for asking Governments
to take certain action. They are directly applicable to member States and take immediate
effect, but that effect is limited, especially due to their lack of strict legally binding force.
Moreover, in view of the need for unanimity a recommendation tends to limit itself to
proposing a minimum solution. In general, recommendations are less far-reaching than
conventions, but apply immediately to all member States, though it must not be forgotten
that they have no binding legal effect upon member States. If they are to be used, it
would be desirable to improve the follow-up procedure by instituting a more systematic
and effective reporting system. This in turn would warrant the more selective use of
recommendations, as Governments must not be swamped with recommendations upon
which they are unable to act.

Exchanges of views are a useful informal method of co-operation which may be used
when speedy action is required on the national level and a common approach is desir-
able. They may achieve limited results in themselves or form the basis of future interna-
tional action. In order to yield positive results such exchanges of views should be based
on carefully circumscribed questions, in particular if the subject-matter to be discussed is
of a complex nature. They may also be expected to produce their most useful results only
in relation to particular topics, such as those which are relatively new and unexplored.

All three methods of co-operation still have a part to play, though under present
conditions it may be necessary to revise the balance somewhat. With changes occurring
more rapidly, it may be necessary to use conventions and recommendations more selec-
tively. Exchanges of views should be encouraged as one way of dealing with an ever-
increasing volume of work and as a way of getting new topics off the ground more
quickly, while at the same time recognizing that a more formal step, including the
preparation of a convention or the making of a recommendation, may subsequently be
needed to achieve definite and lasting results.

26. In order to ensure a greater awareness of the considerations involved in the
preparation of draft conventions and agreements and of recommendations to member
Governments, it is suggested that this report should be distributed to all competent com-
mittees within the Council of Europe structure which are entrusted with the preparation
of such instruments.

These committees should be invited to take into consideration the following criteria
when examining the form which might eventually be given to an item of the Work Pro-
gramme. In particular, the following points might be emphasized:



(a) A topic should be considered as being suitable for the drafting of a convention
if there is a need for compulsory State undertakings, taking into account the need to
assure the security of international relations. In this respect, it should be noted that a
convention may be drafted not only so as to contain itself compulsory provisions but also to
act as a framework for further enactments or the elaboration of compulsory regulations.

(b) A recommendation should be regarded as the appropriate instrument if its pur-
pose is mainly to establish principles of conduct for member States in the particular area
under examination and to organize an exchange of information on how those principles
are to be implemented in member States, possibly with a view to further examination
within the Council of Europe as to the follow-up which might be required as a result of
the experience gained in implementing these principles.

(c) Greater recourse than in the past should be made to a simple exchange of viewrx
within the Council of Europe on those questions where very immediate problems are
involved or where it is necessary to decide upon the scope and content of the problems
involved before a solution can be sought. Attention has to be drawn to the fact that
recourse to an exchange of views might very well lead at a later stage to the preparation
of a convention or recommendation but that this should not be necessary in every case.
An exchange of views under some circumstances might be sufficient in itself provided
that its results are clearly and extensively recorded, unless there are special reasons why
they should remain confidential, and by appropriate means are brought to the attention
of all those responsible in member States for dealing with the problem concerned.

NOTES
I Dans la terminologie du Conseil de l'Europe, ]a difference entre une convention et

un accord reside dans la manitre selon laquelle un Etat membre peut exprimer son con-
sentement k tre lit par le traitt; pour une convention, e'est n~cessairement la
ratification, l'acceptation ou l'approbation, consecutive h une signature; pour un accord,
ce peut dtre une simple signature.2 L'Assemblte consultative compte h l'heure actuelle 170 membres. Is sont nommts
ou tlus par les parlements nationaux parmi leurs membres. Le nombre des sibges
attribues aux dtlegations va de deux h dix-huit, en fonction de Ia population.

3 Le Comitt des ministres est compost des vingt et un ministres des affaires
ttrang~res des Etats membres. Les ministres se rtunissent en principe deux fois par an.
Entre-temps, leurs dtltgu~s, qui sont les repr~sentants permanents de leurs gouverne-
ments auprts du Conseil de l'Europe, ou les adjoints des dtlfgu~s, se r~unissent une
quinzaine de fois dans l'annte.

4 Article 17 : "Le Comitt des ministres peut constituer h toutes fins qu'il jugera
dtsirables des comit~s ou commissions de caractbre consultatif ou technique." Ces
comitts sont appelts ci-aprbs "comitts de l'article 17".

5Environ 35 p. 100 pour l'Assemblte consultative et 40 p. 100 pour les comit~s
d'experts.6 Dans certains cas, toutefois, lorsque c'est I'Assemblte consultative qui a pris
l'initiative, elle peut proposer un projet.

711 n'y a h l'heure actuelle qu'un seul exemple d'un instrument conventionnel
propos6 et prtpart par un Comitt conventionnel. I1 s'agit d'un protocole d'amendement,
qui n'a pas encore tt adoptt.

8 Original in both English and French; only the English version is reproduced here.
9 The words "of signature or" apply only in the case of an agreement.
'0 The particulars concerning the rules according to which the decision is taken are

intended for guidance. Obviously, there are other alternatives, such as: making no stipu-
lation at all, in which case the decision has to be taken by the majority provided for in
Article 20(d) of the Statute; requiring a unanimous decision by the Committee of Minis-
ters; providing, in addition to the decision by the Committee of Ministers, for the agree-



ment of the States parties which are not members of the Council of Europe. In the text
proposed above, "unanimous vote of the representatives of the Contracting States enti-
tled to sit on the Committee" means that all of those States must approve the decision.
The decision cannot be taken if some of those States are absent or abstain.

II Where a treaty contains no reservation clause, any reservation compatible with
the object and purpose of the treaty may be formulated. If such is not the intention of
the bodies responsible for drawing up the treaty, who might on the contrary wish that no
reservations be made, an article such as the following should be adopted:

"No reservation may be made in respect of the provisions (of this Agreement)
(of this Convention)."
Article (e) above is only one example of the different arrangements possible for the

formulation of reservations, certain of which are already provided for in several Council
of Europe agreements or conventions.

I2 The annex might be worded as follows:
"Annex
"(Article e)
"Any State may declare that it reserves the right:
"1. to...
"2. to...".

13 If formulated when signing the treaty, a reservation must be formally confirmed
by the reserving State when expressing its consent to be bound by the treaty. In such a
case the reservation shall be considered as having been made on the date of its
confirmation.

14 The sentence "No other reservation may be made" is intended to make it clear
that the list of authorized reservations is exclusive. This sentence might, however, be
deleted in appropriate cases.

C. COUNCIL FOR MUTUAL ECONOMIC ASSISTANCE (CMEA)

1. The elaboration and preparation for signing of multilateral interna-
tional treaties between the member countries of CMEA on matters of
economic, scientific and technical co-operation is normally effected within the
Council for Mutual Economic Assistance.

2. International treaties (including multilateral treaties, agreements, con-
ventions and other such instruments relating to matters of economic, scientific
and technical co-operation) are prepared within the CMEA on the basis of a
recommendation or decision of the appropriate CMEA body. The initiative for
raising the question of preparing and concluding a treaty may emanate from
one or several member countries of CMEA or from the Secretariat of CMEA.

3. The recommendation to conclude a treaty may be adopted by a
CMEA organ with universal competence (the Session of the Council or the
Executive Committee of the Council) or by an organ with special competence
in the particular field (CMEA committees, the Standing Commissions of
CMEA, the Conferences of the representatives of the appropriate organs of
CMEA member countries. For example, the session of CMEA, at its thirty-
second meeting, approved the long-term specific programmes of co-operation
among CMEA member countries in the field of energy, fuel, raw materials,
agriculture, the food industry and machine-building for the period up to 1990,
and recommended that CMEA member countries take the necessary steps to
implement the measures of co-operation included in these specific programmes
by concluding the appropriate multilateral and bilateral agreements on



economic, scientific and technical co-operation. The matters on which there is
a need to prepare the appropriate multilateral agreements designed to imple-
ment the relevant provisions of the specific programmes, as well as the CMEA
organs in which these agreements are to be drafted, have already been deter-
mined in the specific programmes.

4. The preparation of international treaties is one of the functions of the
specialized Standing Commissions of CMEA. For example, the regulations of
the Standing Commission on Electric Power provide that the Commission
(among its other funlctions) on the basis of the recommendations or decisions
of organs of the Council, "prepares, or organizes the preparation of drafts of
multilateral agreements among the member countries of the Council on
matters of economic, scientific and technical co-operation in the field of elec-
tric power".

5. A draft treaty is normally prepared by an auxiliary working organ (a
working group, a conference of experts, etc.) or by the secretariat of the
Council, which is responsible under its regulations for preparing, or assisting in
the preparation of, drafts of multilateral agreements. The deadline for prepar-
ing a draft treaty is set by the CMEA organ, with due regard for the novelty of
the subject of the treaty, the complexity of the matters to be regulated, and so
forth.

6. All of the basic work involved in reaching agreement on the wording
of a draft treaty is usually done in the appropriate working organ. The finished
draft is submitted for approval by the CMEA organ which commissioned it. If
necessary, additional concordance of all matters which were not fully agreed
upon during the preparation of the draft treaty takes place at a meeting of this
organ.

7. If the meeting of this CMEA organ does not succeed in reaching full
agreement, the draft is either referred to the working organ for completion or
submitted for consideration by a higher organ of CMEA.

The fully agreed text of a treaty is approved by the appropriate CMEA
organ, which usually recommends that the countries concerned sign the treaty
and take measures to approve (ratify) it if that is required by its provisions.

8. Once the treaty is signed, it acquires the force of an independent
international legal instrument to which, depending upon its provisions, the
relevant rules of treaty law apply, including those relating to possible acces-
sions to the treaty, to ratification, to registration with the United Nations
Secretariat, and so forth.

9. The depositary functions of treaties the drafts of which are prepared
within CMEA are normally entrusted to the secretariat of CMEA.

10. The following are examples of such treaties registered with the
United Nations Secretariat: Convention on the settlement by arbitration of
civil law disputes arising out of economic, scientific and technical co-operation
relationships. of 26 May 1972: Agreement on the legal protection of inven-
tions. industrial and generally useful designs and trademarks in the context of
economic, scientific and technical co-operation. of 12 April 1973: Convention
on the application of standards of the Council for Mutual Economic Assis-
tance, of 21 June 1974: Agreement on the unification of requirements with
regard to the formulation and filing of patent applications, of 5 July 1975:



Agreement on mutual recognition of inventors' certificates and other titles of
protection of 18 December 1976.

D. CUSTOMS CO-OPERATION COUNCIL

1. Under Article III of the Convention signed in Brussels on 15
December 1950, the Customs Co-operation Council is required:

-to study all questions relating to co-operation in Customs matters which
the Contracting Parties agree to promote in conformity with the general pur-
poses of the present Convention;

-to examine the technical aspects, as well as the economic factors related
thereto, of Customs systems with a view to proposing to its members practical
means of attaining the highest possible degree of harmony and uniformity;

-to prepare draft Conventions and amendments to Conventions and to
recommend their adoption by interested Governments.

2. In addition to preparing and administering, the Convention on
Nomenclature for the classification of goods in Customs tariffs and the Con-
vention on the valuation of goods for Customs purposes, which were signed in
Brussels on 15 December 1950, since 1956 the Customs Co-operation Council
has prepared ten multilateral Conventions concerning questions of Customs
technique.

3. In practice, in elaborating these various multilateral treaties the Coun-
cil has followed the general pattern of techniques and procedures outlined
below.

4. In the initial stage, the initiative in proposing the elaboration of a
treaty has been taken by member States of the Customs Co-operation Council.
Examples are the Customs Convention Governing Facilities for the Importa-
tion of Goods for Display or Use at Exhibitions, Fairs, Meetings or Similar
Events (Brussels, 8 June 1961) and the International Convention on the
Simplification and Harmonization of Customs Procedures (Kyoto, 10 May
1973). This initiative may also be taken in response to the wishes of other
intergovernmental organizations. Examples are the Customs Convention Con-
cerning Welfare Material for Seafarers (Brussels, 1 December 1964) which was
elaborated in response to 'a Resolution by the Tripartite Sub-Committee of the
Joint Maritime Commission of the International Labour Organisation; the
Customs Convention on the Temporary Importation of Scientific Equipment
(Brussels, 11 June 1968) and the Customs Convention on the Temporary
Importation of Pedagogic Material (Brussels, 8 June 1970) which were ela-
borated in close consultation with UNESCO. Such initiative may also be taken
in response to the needs of the International Chamber of Commerce, as in the
case of the Customs Convention on the Temporary Importation of Packings
(Brussels, 6 October 1960), the Customs Convention on athe Temporary
Importation of Professional Equipment (Brussels, 8 June 1961) and the Cus-
toms Convention on the ATA Carnet for the Temporary Admission of Goods
(Brussels, 6 December 1961).

5. The formal proposal to elaborate a new multilateral treaty has usually
been made at a meeting of the Permanent Technical Committee which, under
the Convention establishing a Customs Co-operation Council, is required to



assist the Council and is composed of representatives of Council member
States; these representatives are officials specialized in technical customs
matters, who may be assisted by experts.

6. The decision to elaborate a new multilateral instrument is taken, on a
proposal by the Permanent Technical Committee, at a Council meeting
attended by delegates representing the Member States of the Customs Co-
operation Council.

7. Once the decision has been taken, the General Secretariat of the
Council prepares a preliminary draft treaty.

8. The preliminary draft is submitted for comment to all Council
members and to interested international, intergovernmental or non-
governmental organizations.

9. The preliminary draft, together with the observations and suggestions
made by member States and international organizations, is then examined by
a Working Party whose meetings are open to representatives of all Council
member States and to the observers of the representatives of non-member
States and international organizations. This Working Party in fact consists of
governmental experts who finalize the text of the draft treaty and refer to the
Permanent Technical Committee or the Council any question of principle that
they consider to lie outside their competence.

10. If the Permanent Technical Committee so decides, the text drafted
by the Working Party is again submitted to member States and interested
international organizations for comment.

11. The text is then examined by the Permanent Technical Committee to
establish the final version of the draft. The Committee may assign it, if neces-
sary, to a drafting group for the improvement of certain provisions.

12. The Permanent Technical Committee then reports to the Council
and submits to it the text of the draft treaty. The Council adopts the text and
submits it to Member States for signature or accession.

13. As a rule, the Council adopts the draft as its stands, having already
been informed through the reports of the Permanent Technical Committee of
the various difficulties that may have arisen during the elaboration of the text.

14. Sometimes, the Council itself may make certain amendments to the
draft Convention submitted to it (for example, in the case of the Customs
Convention on the ATA carnet for the temporary admission of goods and the
International Convention on the simplification and harmonization of Customs
procedures).

15. In as much as the decision to elaborate a treaty is taken by general
agreement, following a broad exchange of views, and as the questions involved
are purely techncial, the elaboration process is usually relatively short. For
example. the preparatory work on the Customs Convention Governing Facili-
ties for the Importation of Goods for Display or Use at Exhibitions, Fairs,
Meetings or Similar Events was begun by the Permanent Technical Committee
in September 1959 and the Draft Convention was adopted by the Council on 8
June 1961. On the same date, the Council adopted the text of the Customs
Convention on the Temporary Importation of Professional Equipment, which
had been elaborated over the same period. Preparatory work on the elabora-
tion of the Customs Convention on the ATA Carnet for the Temporary



Admission of Goods was begun in October 1960 and the final text of the Con-
vention was adopted by the Council on 6 December 1961. The resolution by
the International Labour Organisation which led to the Customs Convention
Concerning Welfare Material for Seafarers was communicated to the Customs
Co-operation Council in 1962 and the text of the Convention was approved by
the Council on 1 December 1964. Preparatory work on the elaboration of the
Customs Convention Concerning the Temporary Importation of Scientific
Equipment was begun by the Permanent Technical Committee in October
1966 and the draft Convention was adopted by the Council on I 1 June 1968.

16. In this connexion, it is worth noting that the Council's Permanent
Technical Committee meets twice yearly. In October 1972 the length of its ses-
sions was reduced from two to one week; however, at the same time, the
Working Party, which had previously met only during the week preceding each
Committee session, had extended its meetings from one to two weeks.

17. At present, when the elaboration of an international treaty appears
as an item on the Permanent Technical Committee's agenda, the discussions
usually take up about two days of the session.

18. On the other hand, some meetings of the Working Party have been
entirely devoted to the finalization of the texts of draft Conventions. In addi-
tion, of course, there is the preparatory work done by the secretariat.

19. The International Convention on the Simplification and Harmoniza-
tion of Customs Procedures is a special case, inasmuch as it includes Annexes
that can be accepted independently of each other by the Contracting Parties.

20. The body of the Convention and three Annexes were adopted by the
Customs Co-operation Council at Kyoto on 18 May 1973. Six further Annexes
were adopted by the Council on 10 June 1974, three more on 22 May 1975,
five more in June 1976 and a further three in June 1977. At the Council's most
recent meeting, which took place in June 1978, three more Annexes were
adopted.

21. This method was chosen because each Annex concerns a specific
Customs procedure and, together with the body of the Convention, constitutes
a separate instrument. As it was planned to elaborate some 30 Annexes and as
the work was expected to take several years, the Council decided, with a view
to obtaining certain immediate results, that the body of the Convention and
the first few Annexes should come into force without delay, with the other
Annexes necessary to the completion of the work being progressively inserted.

22. The finalization of an Annex to the Kyoto Convention normally
takes one year. The Working Party of the Permanent Technical Committee
usually devotes about three or four days to the task and the Permanent Tech-
nical Committee itself one or two days, depending on the circumstances.

E. EUROPEAN FREE TRADE ASSOCIATION (EFTA)

1. The activities of EFTA are partly the result of the provisions of the
Stockholm Convention and partly the result of the desire to take complemen-
tary action.

2. The first type of activities deals essentially with the operation and
administration of the already established free trade area. They consist in



actions and decisions taken by the organs mentioned in the Convention; some-
times they take the form of agreements between the member States reached
within the competent organs of the Association.

3. The second type of activities deals with subjects not directly related to
the provisions of the Stockholm Convention. They mainly consist in measures
aimed at eliminating non-tariff barriers to trade. In this context the following
Conventions and Agreements have been concluded:

The Pharmaceutical Inspection Convention;
The Convention on the Control and Marking of Articles of Precious

Metals; and
The Schemes for the Reciprocal Recognition of Tests and Inspections.
Details of these instruments are set out in the Annex.
4. The general pattern followed in their elaboration was that subjects for

possible agreements were first discussed at experts level; a matter was then
only pursued if it was not already or could not be dealt with satisfactorily in a
wider forum than EFTA. In the course of the elaboration of an instrument,
also interested circles were consulted. The final draft was adopted in the Coun-
cils and/or submitted for signature. The two Conventions mentioned entered
into force after a certain period following the deposit of the fourth or fifth
instrument of ratification respectively.

ANNEX

1. Pharmaceutical Inspection Convention
Signed in Geneva on 8 October 1970.
Entered into force on 26 May 1971.
Purpose: to facilitate trade in pharmaceutical products, by providing for the recogni-

tion of inspections in respect of the manufacture of pharmaceutical products.
Parties: the EFTA countries Austria, Finland, Iceland, Norway, Portugal, Sweden

and Switzerland, and Denmark, Hungary, Ireland, Liechtenstein and the United King-
dom.

2. Convention on the Control and Marking of Articles of Precious Metals
Signed in Vienna on 15 November 1972.
Entered into force on 27 June 1975.
Purpose: to facilitate trade in articles of precious metals (gold, silver and platinum)

by providing a Common Control Hallmark.
Parties: Austria, Finland, Sweden, Switzerland and the United Kingdom.
3. Schenie for the Reciprocal Recognition of Tests and Inspections carried out on Ships'

Equipment
Entered into force on I January 1971.
Purpose: to facilitate trade in ships' equipment by providing for the recognition of

tests and inspections thereof.
Participating are authorities responsible for approving any kind of ships' equipment

in Denmark, Finland, the Federal Republic of Germany, Iceland, the Netherlands. Nor-
way, Portugal. Sweden, the United Kingdom and Yugoslavia.

4. Scheme for the Reciprocal Recognition of Tests carried out on Agricultural Machines
and Tractors for Operational Safety and Ergonomics and for Road Traffic Safetr

Entered into force on 1 September 1972.



Purpose: to facilitate trade in agricultural machines and tractors by providing for the
recognition of tests and inspections thereof.

Participating are authorities responsible for approving any kind of agricultural
machines and tractors in Austria, Denmark, Finland, Norway, Portugal, Sweden, Switzer-
land and the United Kingdom.

5. Scheme for the Reciprocal Recognition of Tests and Inspections carried out on Lifting
Applicances

Entered into force on I January 1978.
Purpose: to facilitate trade in lifting appliances by providing for the recognition of

tests and inspections thereof.
Participating are authorities responsible for approving lifting appliances in Austria,

Finland, Iceland, Norway and Switzerland.

6. Scheme for the Reciprocal Recognition of Heating Equipment using Liquid Fuel
Entered into force on I January 1978.
Purpose: to facilitate trade in heating equipment using liquid fuel by providing for

the recognition of tests and inspections thereof.
Participating are the competent approval bodies in Austria, Finland, Iceland, Nor-

way, Portugal, Sweden and Switzerland.
7. Scheme for the Mutual Recognition of Evaluation Reports on Pharmaceutical Pro-

ducts
Entered into force on 13 June 1979.
Purpose: to facilitate trade in pharmaceutical products by providing for the recogni-

tion of evaluations of pharmaceutical products with a view to their registration.
Participating are authorities responsible for the registration of pharmaceutical pro-

ducts in Austria, Finland, Norway, Sweden and Switzerland.

8. Agreement (under Article XXIV of the GATT)
Signed in Geneva on 26 June 1979.
Entered into force on 1 May 1980.
Objective: free trade in industrial products.
Parties: The seven EFTA countries (Austria, Finland, Iceland, Norway, Portugal,

Sweden and Switzerland on the one hand, and Spain on the other hand).

The negotiations took place in plenary meetings which were prepared by expert
groups. The positions of the EFTA countries were, after consultations between them,
presented by a spokesman. The EFTA Secretariat provided legal and technical assistance
during the negotiations.

A Joint Committee established under the Agreement has the task to administer the
Agreement and supervise its application. The Committee, which is served by the EFTA
Secretariat, is authorized to amend certain provisions of the Agreement.

F. EUROPEAN SPACE AGENCY (ESA)

I. Introduction

I. The European Space Agency (ESA) is an international governmental
organization composed of 11 West European States. Its main purpose is to
promote and provide for co-operation for exclusively peaceful purposes
between its members in space research, technology and applications thereof
and to carry out scientific and applications programmes in space.



2. The European Space Agency, as a technical international organiza-
tion, needs a flexible legal framework in order to be able to adjust itself to the
difficulties which appear constantly during the execution of technical pro-
grammes. It means that most legal instruments used by ESA in respect of its
contacts with other bodies are not in the range of the classical form of treaties.
Therefore, it could be more suitable to use the word agreement for the instru-
ments used by ESA.

2. The legal framework

3. Due to the recent re-organization of European space co-operation a
rather complex situation has arisen. The ESA Convention was signed in 1975
by the 10 former ELDO/ESRO member States and Ireland. Since only 6 of
the 10 ELDO/ESRO members have deposited their instruments of ratification
the ESA Convention is not yet in force. The member States have decided to
pursue their activities under the former ESRO Convention while attention is
paid in the greatest possible extent to the ESA Convention. This implies that
the agreements signed by the Agency before 1975 are governed by the ESRO
Convention and those after 1975 have been concluded defacto under the ESA
Conventions. It is therefore imperative to treat both kinds of agreements
separately.

3. The treaty-making power

4. Under both the ESRO and ESA Conventions, treaty-making power is
attributed to the Council. Voting procedures are laid down in the Conventions.
The conclusion of the agreement lies within the competence of the Agency,
represented by the Director General, after final approval by the Council and
recommendation by subordinate bodies such as the Administration and
Finance Committee or technical boards.

4. The ESRO agreements

5. Under the ESRO Convention a special project outside the agreed
(scientific) programme but within the scope of the Agency could be subject to
an agreement between member States and the Organization. Due to the fact
that the Convention provided no clauses about the conclusion of such agree-
ments, the member States resorted to the formal conclusion of agreements with
the possibility of the reservation that the agreement was subject to ratification.
In practice programmes could be started (and had to be) before the participat-
ing member States had formally approved the agreement. So under the ESRO
Convention the classical procedure such as negotiations, signature and
ratification were used for the adoption of legal instruments.

5. The ESA agreements

6. The ESA Convention distinguishes two fundamental groups of activi-
ties carried out by the Agency:

(a) Mandatory activities in which all member States participate on a
GNP basis: studies on future projects and technological research, scientific
programme;



(b) Optional programmes in which all member States participate except
if they formally declare that they are not interested in participation: develop-
ment and operation of launching systems, pre-operational applications satel-
lites.

The "arrangements" between the Agency and the participating members
to carry out optional programmes can be classified as multilateral agreements.

(a) Legalframiework

7. Annex III to the ESA Convention provides for 5 steps in the adoption
of an optional programme:

(i) Any proposal brought up before the Council is submitted for study
to the member States;

(ii) The Council agrees to carry out the programme in the framework
provided by the Agency;

(iii) Declaration of the member States who will carry out the pro-
gramme, define the content of the programme and the budgetary
assignments;

(iv) Adoption by the Council of the rules of implementation.

The system provided by the ESA Convention is a great innovation in the
field of multilateral agreements. The formal treaty procedures are replaced by
a system similar to the form of concurring wills, which results in a considerable
gain of time and a simplification of legal procedures. The Declaration is not
signed and not submitted to ratification procedure because it is made within
the legal framework already established by the Convention.

(b) The practice

8. The proposal for an optional programme can be forwarded by both
the Agency and the members. Mostly the project will be referred to the Direc-
tor General for study and preparation. The latter will report to the Council
and its subordinate bodies about the feasibility of the programme, an item
which will have been discussed at length with the delegations of the member
States. This implies that when the matter and the legal texts appear before the
Council consensus will have been reached already in most of the cases and
most of the difficulties will have been solved during the elaboration of the
report. Very few amendments are in fact introduced at this final stage.

6. The Memorandum of Understanding of AEROSAT

9. While most of the agreements signed by the Agency are bilateral, the
most notable exception is the Memorandum of Understanding of AEROSAT
concluded in 1974. Its full name is Memorandum of Understanding on a joint
programme of experimentation and evaluation using aeronautical satellite
capability. It was signed by ESRO, F.A.A. and the Government of Canada.
The negotiations were conducted by a mixed delegation of the Agency and the
member States and back-up talks were held with the Administrative and
Financial Committee and with the Aerosat Programme Board. The Council
approved the MOU and it was signed by the Director General.



7. Conclusion

10. The European Space Agency, as a technical international organiza-
tion, needs a very flexible legal framework to function correctly. This implies
that most agreements are "working agreements" that do not amount in form to
the juridical value of multilateral treaties. The innovation of the system of
optional programmes has made a formal approach to agreements superfluous,
as for the relations between member States and the Agency. Multilateral
treaties are not excluded under the ESA Convention but co-operation with
entities other than member States is mostly conducted on a bilateral basis.

G. INTER-AMERICAN DEVELOPMENT BANK

1. Since the Inter-American Development Bank is an operational institu-
tion in the sense that it uses its resources for the purpose of contributing to the
acceleration of the process of economic and social development of the regional
developing member countries by means of providing loans and technical assis-
tance and other related activities, rather than a legislating entity engaged in
the preparation of treaties, recommendations or other legal instruments, we
think that the questions listed in Annex 1 of Document A/36/553 should be
answered by the latter type of institutions.

2. We should mention, though, that the task being undertaken by the
General Assembly in order to improve the multilateral treaty-making process is
an important one and very useful for the international organizations.

3. During the 1972-1977 period the Inter-American Development Bank
expanded and almost doubled the number of its member countries, incorporat-
ing for the first time a number of non-regional member countries. In early
1972 membership in the Bank consisted of 23 regional countries; by the end of
1977 this membership had increased to 41 countries-26 regional and 15 non-
regional. We think that the procedures and techniques utilized to carry out this
expansion in membership may be both of interest and relevant to the report
requested by the General Assembly.

4. This expansion started with Canada (May 1972) and was followed by
the incorporation of Belgium, Denmark, Germany, Israel, Japan, Spain,
Switzerland, the United Kingdom and Yugoslavia (July 1976); Guyana (Nov-
ember 1976); Austria, France and the Netherlands (January 1977): Italy (May
1977); Finland (June 1977); Sweden (September 1977) and the Bahamas
(December 1977). It should be emphasized that this process should not be
regarded as completed and that, under appropriate circumstances. additional
countries-regional or non-regional-may still join the Bank in the future.

5. Apart from the obvious political and financial complexities entailed in
the execution of the aforementioned non-regional membership exercise,
significant changes were made to the international agreement which esta-
blished the Bank. These amendments to the Agreement Establishing the Bank
were first approved by our Board of Governors in accordance with the relevant
amendment provisions of the Agreement (Article XII) and were subsequently
ratified in compliance with the internal legislative requirements of each exist-
ing regional member country. During this same period within which the



amendments became effective the Bank and the prospective non-regional
member countries concluded an ad-referendum agreement (the General Rules)
on the terms and conditions of entry which, thereafter, was only duly ratified
by these same countries as well as the existing regional member countries.

6. Both the uniqueness of this non-regional membership exercise and the
relatively short time within which it was accomplished are evidenced by the
documentation which we are presently attaching for your perusal. Among
those procedural techniques which were utilized by the Bank in the course of
this exercise and which would be highlighted as being relevant to the request
of the General Assembly, we could mention the following: first, the establish-
ment by our Board of Governors of a Committee with consultation authority
as provided by Resolution AG-5/70 attached herewith; secondly, Section 5 of
the Bank's by-laws which permits the Board of Governors, on given matters
and under qualified circumstances, to take a vote without a formal meeting;
and finally the procedures adopted during the 1975-1976 period to permit
simultaneous action by the existing regional members to approve the necessary
amendments to the Bank's Agreement and by the prospective non-regional
members to accept or ratify the Agreement in its amended form.

H. INTERNATIONAL COMMISSION FOR THE SOUTHEAST ATLANTIC FISHERIES
1

1. Multilateral treaties have been concluded in 1976 and 1977 under the
Convention for the Conservation of the Living Resources of the Southeast
Atlantic, signed at Rome on 23 October 1969, which came into force on 24
October 1971, and which, to date, has been ratified, accepted, or approved by
16 countries. The purpose of these treaties, called "Agreements", is the alloca-
tion of the total allowable catch of certain species among the countries con-
cerned.

2. The basis for these agreements is Article VIII, paragraph 3, of the
Convention, which reads as follows:

"3. (a) If the Commission makes a recommendation under para-
graph 2 (g) of this Article, 2 it may invite the Contracting Parties con-
cerned, as determined by the Commission, to elaborate agreements on the
allocation of a total catch quota taking into account the fishing interests of
all the countries concerned and ensuring, as far as possible, that all the
countries concerned abide by the Commission's recommendation for a
total catch quota and by any agreed allocation.

"(b) The terms of any such agreement shall be reported by the
Contracting Parties concerned to the Commission as soon as possible.
Without prejudice to the binding force of such agreements on the parties
thereto, the Commission may thereupon make recommendations, pursuant
to paragraph 1 of this Article on the subject matter of said agreements."

3. In practice, the Agreements were concluded in 1976 and 1977 in the
following manner:

(i) The Recommendation regarding the limitation of the total catch of a
species, in one or more areas of the Commission, is normally adopted by the
Commission as such; a two-thirds majority of the Contracting Parties present
and voting is required. These Recommendations are based on proposals put



forward by the Scientific Advisory Council, a subsidiary body of the Commis-
sion.

(ii) The heads of delegation of the countries interested in fishing the
species in question in the said area then meet to draft an Agreement to allo-
cate among the countries they represent the global quota set in the Recom-
mendation.

The draft Agreement for the quota allocation is reached by consensus
among the heads of delegation of the countries concerned and is based pri-
marily on their catches in previous years and their respective economic
interests.

A model text for an Agreement of this nature was adopted in December
1976. In 1977 the text was amended in order to: make provision for the exten-
sion of fishing zones by certain coastal States (Article 1); and to give the Con-
tracting Parties to the Agreement the option of transferring quotas (Article 2).
These amendments were adopted at the same time as the new Agreement,
and were not voted on separately. The principal negotiations among the par-
ties to the Agreement have concerned the size of the allocations.

Once the Agreement has been concluded, the Commission is notified to
this effect by an ad hoc committee, which also submits a draft of a comple-
mentary Resolution, the purpose of which is to provide for putting the Agree-
ment into force as soon as possible.

(iii) The Resolution is adopted unanimously at a plenary session of the
Commission, in order to avoid the inconvenience and delay that may arise, on
the one hand, from the power to object to Commission Recommendations
established in Article IX of the Convention, 3 and, on the other, from the fact
that the Agreement must be submitted to the Governments of the countries
concerned for ratification or acceptance. This Resolution is, in effect, subject to
a simplified objection procedure, which involves a sole delay of 90 days fol-

_lowing notification thereof, that is, practically to the end of April of the follow-
ing year.

(iv) From a chronological point of view, the entire procedure takes place
during the two-week annual Commission meeting held in the month of
December.

The Agreement, signed by the Chairman in office at the time, is normally
published in the Proceedings of the annual Commission meeting. Furthermore,
the text of the Recommendation, Resolution, and Agreement is notified
without delay by the Executive Secretary of the Commission, who is the Depo-
sitary thereof, to the Ministers of Foreign Affairs of the member countries.

In accordance with the resolution, the Recommendation and Agreement
adopted in December are applicable from 1 January of the following year,
although quota closure for the species in question, the basis for possible penal-
ties through the Scheme of Joint International Enforcement, does not affect
each country party to the Agreement until that country's catches have reached
the figure allocated to it, which as a general rule takes several months.

The official entry into force of the Agreement, according to the terms of
Article 3, paragraph I comes about belatedly, due to the delays inherent in the
acceptance or ratification process.



NOTES

The original text is in French; this translation was provided by the Commission.
2 Article VIII, paragraph 1:

"The Commission may make, on its own initiative or on the proposal of a
Regional or Stock Committee and on the basis of the results of scientific investiga-
tions, recommendations relating to the objectives of the Convention. These recom-
mendations shall become binding on the Contracting Parties under the conditions
laid down in Article IX."

Article VIII, paragraph 2:
"The matters with respect to which the Commission may make recommenda-

tions shall be:
"2. (g) the regulation of the total catch by species, group of species, or, if

appropriate, by regions."
3 Article IX:

"1. Subject to the provisions of this Article, the Contracting Parties undertake
to give effect to any recommendation adopted by the Commission in accordance
with Article VIII.

"2. Any Contracting Party may, within ninety days of notification of a recom-
mendation, present an objection to it to the Commission and in that event shall not
be under an obligation to give effect to the recommendation.

"3. If an objection is presented within the ninety-day period referred to in the
preceding paragraph any other Contracting Party may present an objection at any
time within a further period of sixty days or within thirty days after notification of
an objection presented by another Contracting Party made within the further sixty-
day period.

"4. If objections to a recommendation are presented by at least three Con-
tracting Parties, all the other Contracting Parties shall be relieved forthwith of any
obligation to give effect to that recommendation; nevertheless, any or all of them
may agree among themselves to give effect to it.

"5. Any Contracting Party which has presented an objection to a recommen-
dation may at any time withdraw that objection and shall then, subject to the provi-
sions of the preceding paragraph, give effect to the recommendation within ninety
days.

"6. The Commission shall notify all Contracting Parties of each objection or
withdrawal immediately upon receipt thereof."

1. INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR THE UNIFICATION OF PRIVATE LAW

(UNIDROIT)

1. The first and indispensable step in the conclusion of a multilateral
treaty within the framework of UNIDROIT lies in the inscription of an item in
the triennial Work Programme of the Institute. Topics may be proposed by
member Governments, interested international organizations or professional
circles, members of the Governing Council I of UNIDROIT or the Secretariat.
The draft Work Programme is adopted by the Governing Council and
approved by the General Assembly. 2

2. Once a subject has been included in the Work Programme, a prelim-
inary comparative law study is prepared either by a consultant expert (as was
the case for example with the work on the warehousing contract and on the
quality control of goods) or by the staff of the Secretariat itself. The latter will
be based partly on direct research, which is greatly facilitated by the Institute's
extensive library facilities, and partly on information provided by Governments



and by the interested international organizations and professional circles (for
example, UNIDROIT's work in connection with the legal status of air-cushion
vehicles, the hotel-keeper's contract, the leasing contract and the factoring con-
tract).

3. At this stage, a number of alternative solutions are available. In the
first place, if the degree of governmental interest has been particularly high,
the Governing Council may immediately decide to convene a Committee of
Governmental Experts with a view to the preparation of uniform rules on the
subject in hand. As a rule, the Committee so created will be a restricted one
composed of members designated by those States which have shown the
greatest interest in the subject (e.g., the restricted Committees of Governmental
Experts on the legal status of air-cushion vehicles and on pleasure navigation),
and on the basis of certain guidelines laid down by it the Secretariat will then
prepare a preliminary draft set of uniform rules together with an explanatory
report for consideration by an enlarged Committee of Governmental Experts.

4. The Governing Council may not, however, be satisfied that the time is
ripe for the convening of a Committee of Governmental Experts. In these cir-
cumstances it may decide on the basis of the preliminary comparative law
report to set up directly a Study Group (e.g., the hotel-keeper's contract), com-
posed of particularly well qualified experts, assisted when necessary by
representatives of the interested organizations and professional circles and
usually chaired by a member of the Governing Council, with the mandate to
prepare uniform rules.

5. Alternatively, the Council may decide to circulate the preliminary
report to the Governments of member States and/or the interested organiza-
tions and professional circles so as to satisfy itself that there is a reasonable
degree of support for the initiative in question. This procedure was followed,
for example, in connection with the reports on the warehousing contract and
on the quality control of goods. If the replies are positive, the Council will
either set up a restricted exploratory Committee drawn from its own member-
ship, assisted when appropriate by outside experts, to report back to it on the
desirability or otherwise of continuing work on the subject (e.g., the factoring
and leasing contracts) or proceed directly to the constitution of a Study Group
(e.g., the warehousing contract).

6. Assuming that a decision has been taken to set up a Study Group,
then, as a rule, the first meeting will follow the lines of that of the restricted
meetings of Governmental Experts and more or less precise indications will be
given to the Secretariat to prepare a set of uniform rules. These will be dis-
cussed at subsequent meetings of the Group and the final draft is then submit-
ted to the Governing Council, which may make amendments to the text.

7. In the past, the Council has followed three different approaches in
connection with the next stage of the work. In the first place, it may consider
that the text is already in a state in which it may be laid before a Diplomatic
Conference for adoption by States. This was the case with the 1970 Interna-
tional Convention on Travel Contracts (CCV). but the precedent has not since
been followed, as it is extremely hazardous to submit to a Diplomatic Confer-
ence. the length of which has been determined in advance, a text which has
been elaborated by independent experts and which has at no time been
considered by a Committee of Governmental Experts, as in such cases the



chances are greatly increased of substantial changes being made to the text
without the necessary time being available for compromises to be reached.

8. Another solution adopted in the past by the Governing Council has
been to transmit the text worked out by the Study Group to another interna-
tional organization with a view to its adoption within the framework of the
latter. A notable instance of this procedure being pursued is that whereby
UNIDROIT transmitted to UNCITRAL its draft of a law for the Unification
of Certain Rules Relating to the Validity of Contracts of International Sale of
Goods.

9. The third avenue open to the Governing Council is that which has
been most frequently followed in recent years, namely to transmit the draft
together with its accompanying explanatory report to a Committee of Govern-
mental Experts. All member States of UNIDROIT are invited to such meet-
ings, together with those non-member States, international organizations and
professional associations which it is considered might be particularly interested
in the subject. The increasing use of this method within UNIDROIT (viz. the
work which led to the opening to signature of the Washington Convention 6n
the Form of the International Will of 1973 and the present work on the hotel-
keeper's contract) is due to a recognition that attention should be paid in the
first stages of the preparation of an international instrument dealing with a
private law subject to ensuring the highest possible scientific quality of the
draft while leaving full scope for States to modify it in the light of political
considerations at a subsequent date but prior to the convening of the
Diplomatic Conference of adoption.

10. While the tendency has latterly therefore been to communicate drafts
to Committees of Governmental Experts, the Governing Council has, in the
exercise of the powers conferred on it by Article 14 of the Statute of the Insti-
tute, 3 continued to follow the procedures already noted above in connection
with drafts elaborated by Study Groups, namely either to communicate them
to other organizations with a view to their opening to signature under the
auspices of such organizations (as has been the case with the drafts on carriage
of persons and goods by road and inland navigation transmitted to the
Economic Commission for Europe and on air-cushion vehicles to the Inter-
governmental Maritime Consultative Organization 4) or alternatively to submit
them to Diplomatic Conferences of adoption convened by one of the member
States of the Institute (e.g., the above-mentioned Washington Convention on
the Form of the International Will).

I. The crisis which has characterized the world economy over the last
five years or so has however made States more reluctant than formerly to
assume the cost of hosting expensive Diplomatic Conferences for the adoption
of private law conventions, and in consequence the Secretariat of UNIDROIT
has been increasingly attracted by a solution which would consist of the
replacing of the traditional Diplomatic Conferences by a simplified procedure
according to which the General Assembly of the member States of the Insti-
tute could, at an extraordinary session, decide upon the opening to signature
by Governments of conventions containing uniform laws. There are precedents
for such a procedure in a certain number of international organizations. The
Council of Europe submits its drafts to the Committee of Ministers which, in
its turn, opens them for signature by the member States, while the draft Con-



ventions of the United Nations Economic Commission for Europe concerning
transport law are opened to signature by the member States at sessions of the
Inland Transport Committee. Similarly, the International Commission on Civil
Status approves its drafts at a special session of the Assembly and submits
them to Governments for signature.

12. This proposal is at present under study by the competent organs of
the Institute and it is therefore premature to enter into detailed discussion of
the questions which would have to be settled, such as the conditions on which
non-member States of the Institute might accede to such conventions and the
choice of the depositary State or organization, although these difficulties do
not seem to be particularly acute. What is on the other hand certain, however,
is that such a procedure would necessitate the careful preparation of the texts
by highly representative Committees of Governmental Experts so as to ensure
that dispensing with the Diplomatic Conference would not prejudice the subse-
quent acceptance of the instruments by a wide circle of States.

13. On the question of the time taken in completing international con-
ventions within the framework of the Institute, it is at present customary for
the preliminary comparative law report to be prepared within two years of the
subject being placed on the Work Programme of the Institute if the topic has
been accorded priority, and three years if such priority has not been accorded.
Allowing for a year to eighteen months to elapse for the consultation pro-
cedure with Governments and interested organizations to be conducted and its
results analysed, it is reasonable to assume that a Study Group or Committee
of Governmental Experts will be seized of a draft within three to five years of
an item having been included in the Work Programme. On average, it would
seem that a Study Group requires two or at most three meetings to prepare its
final draft (allowing for examination of such a draft by the Governing Council,
this usually means a total period of some two to two and a half years). Evi-
dently the decision not to set up a Study Group and the direct convocation of
a Committee of Governmental Experts involves an acceleration of the work,
and since on the basis of most recent experience it would appear that a Com-
mittee of Governmental Experts needs some three or four sessions spread over
a period of two to three years to complete its final draft, then it would seem
that the total time elapsing between the inclusion of a subject in the Work
Programme and the completion of work on a draft by a Committee of
Governmental Experts would on average be some five to seven years (seven to
nine if a Study Group has also been involved). Thereafter, the Institute has lit-
tle control over the time at which the international instrument based on the
draft is opened to signature, especially so when it has been communicated to
another international organization. If the draft is to be adopted at a
Diplomatic Conference, then all depends on the speed with which one of the
member States of the Institute indicates its willingness to host the Conference.
Once such an undertaking has been given, the normal time-limits in such cases
are observed, sufficient time being given to States to submit their observations
on the draft and for these observations themselves to be communicated to the
States and organizations invited to attend the Conference.

14. In conclusion, it should be noted that in the Annex hereto which lists
the state of ratifications of UNIDROIT conventions, only those which have
been submitted to Diplomatic Conferences convened by member States of the



Institute are included. In other words, the list does not include the large
number of international instruments, which now runs into double figures,
prepared by UNIDROIT but concluded within the framework of other organi-
zations, as it is assumed that these conventions will figure in the lists supplied
by those organizations.

NOTES
I Composed of 21 members elected by the General Assembly.
2 Representing all the member States of the Institute.
3 Article 14 provides that:

"1. When the study of questions that have been taken up has been completed,
the Governing Council shall, if it thinks fit, approve any drafts to be submitted to
Governments.

"2. It shall send such drafts to the participating Governments or to the insti-
tutes, organizations or associations which made the relevant proposals or suggestions
to it, asking them for their opinion on the expediency and the substance of the pro-
visions.

"3. In the light of the answers received, the Governing Council shall, if it
thinks fit, approve final drafts.

"4. It shall send these to the Governments or to the institutes or associations
which made the relevant proposals or suggestions to it.

"5. The Governing Council shall then consider the best way of convening a
Diplomatic Conference to examine the drafts."
4A procedure which may involve a certain duplication of effort when the draft is

examined by governmental experts both at UNIDROIT and within the organization to
which the draft is communicated.

J. INTERNATIONAL WHALING COMMISSION

1. At the 26th Annual Meeting of the International Whaling Commission
held in June 1974, the Government of the United States of America submitted
a draft protocol to amend the International Convention for the Regulation of
Whaling, 1946. As a result the Commission adopted the following resolution:

"Taking into account the changes which have occurred in whaling and
stocks of cetaceans since the International Convention for the Regulation
of Whaling 1946 was signed and bearing in mind the necessity to
strengthen the mechanism for the international conservation of whales and
their rational management both at present and in the future; and

"Recognizing that the discussions in the Law of the Sea Conference
may affect the activities of IWC,

"The Commission decides to establish a working group of interested
member nations under the Chairman of the Commission. Such working
group will commence its work prior to the 27th meeting of the Commis-
sion and will discuss problems posed to the present Convention in the
light of the situations mentioned in the preambular paragraphs above,
including the question of convening a conference of plenipotentiaries."
2. The Commissioners for the following countries indicated their wish to

participate in the working group: Argentina, Australia, Canada, France, Ice-
land. Japan, Norway, South Africa, United Kingdom, USA, USSR.



3. At the 27th Annual Meeting, held in June 1975, the Commission
received a document setting out suggestions for amending the convention
prepared by a working group of representatives of member nations which had
been asked to review the convention in the light of the changes in whaling
and the stocks, and the possible impact of the conclusions of the Law of the
Sea Conference on the activities of the Commission. The Commission decided
that the document should be sent to Contracting Governments for comments.
A meeting of the working group will be held to consider the comments
received before the 28th Meeting of the Commission.

4. At the 28th Annual Meeting, June 1976, the Working Group set up to
review the convention reported that six Governments had replied to the docu-
ment setting out the changes to the Convention proposed by the Group. Many
of the amendments were of a minor nature, and Governments were clearly not
in a position to form final views until the outcome of the Law of the Sea
Conference was known. The Commission accepted the recommendation that
those member Governments that had not replied already should be sent the
comments so far received and asked to submit their comments within four
months. The Secretariat would then prepare and circulate to Commissioners a
new document incorporating all the substantial comments received. The Secre-
tary should also circulate a draft of a covering letter intended for non-member
Governments who conduct significant whaling operations or who have stocks
of commercial interest off their coasts, suggesting the convening of a meeting
of plenipotentiaries to elaborate a new International Whaling Convention. This
document would be circulated by the Chairman of the Commission if no
objections were received within a further four months, or he would convene
another meeting of the Working Group. The timing of the meeting of plenipo-
tentiaries will be decided if possible at the next annual meeting.

5. At the 29th Annual Meeting, June 1977, the Chairman reported on a
meeting of the Working Group, attended by Commissioners from Australia,
Canada, Japan, the USSR and the USA, held on 16 June 1977. At this meet-
ing, the revised text and amendments proposed by the different countries dur-
ing the preceding year by postal communication through the Secretariat were
collated into a single document.

6. The Commission accepted this document for distribution to countries
which have stocks of cetaceans off their coasts, and as a basis for convening a
meeting of plenipotentiaries to elaborate a new convention. Canada proposed
that there should be a preparatory conference on the boreal spring of 1978 to
lay the groundwork for the revision of the convention, and the Commissioner
for Denmark indicated that his Government might be prepared to host this
preparatory conference.

7. After some discussion about the new convention in relation to the
Law of the Sea Conference, the Commission agreed to proceed with this
time-table, and noted that the USA would be prepared to consider hosting the
meeting of plenipotentiaries in late 1978 or early 1979. Subsequently, at a Spe-
cial Meeting of the Commission held in December 1977, the Commissioner for
Denmark extended on behalf of his Government an invitation to hold a
preparatory meeting in Copenhagen the next year. The Commission accepted
this offer with gratitude and considered that a four-day meeting, 4-7 July 1978,



would be adequate. The Secretary was instructed to circulate the agreed nego-
tiating text to IWC member nations and ten other whaling nations.

8. Following the preliminary work carried out by a Working Group
within the IWC between 1974 and 1978, the Government of Denmark hosted
a Preparatory Meeting in Copenhagen in July 1978 "to undertake the prepara-
tion of a draft Convention to be considered at a subsequent meeting of pleni-
potentiaries and to determine arrangements for such a meeting". Invitations to
attend were extended to IWC member States and non-member Governments
and inter-governmental organizations which had expressed an interest in the
matter. A total of 26 delegations took part.

9. Discussion within the meeting quickly highlighted a number of areas
where there was a significant divergence of opinion on matters of substance:

Whether, for example, the convention should cover just the great whales
or all cetaceans;

Whether there was in fact a need for a whole new convention or simply
revision by protocol of the 1946 Convention;

Whether the title and emphasis should be retained as "regulation of whal-
ing" or be replaced by "conservation of cetaceans".

10. These issues could not be resolved, and in reviewing the draft revi-
sion of the text as prepared and accepted by the IWC in 1977, the meeting
noted that a Drafting Group would need to be set up at some time to deal
with general points of wording, style and order of presentation and agreed
that, for the time being, in all places in the text (1) where the words "conser-
vation" or "exploitation" appear the style [exploitation] [conservation] [utiliza-
tion] should be used; (2) a style [whale] [cetacean] would be used in all
appropriate places; (3) "Contracting Governments" should be changed to
"Parties". Both the existing and the proposed new titles would be retained for
consideration, namely International Convention for the Regulation of Whaling
and International Convention for the Conservation of Cetaceans.

11. The meeting agreed that final clauses would need to be developed
covering ratification, depositary Government, later adherence and withdrawal
procedures, and also noted that "there is need for transitional arrangements to
smooth the transfer from the 1946 Convention to the new Convention".

12. The meeting agreed that the preparatory work was not yet finished.
Insufficient progress had been made to justify a plenipotentiary conference and
a further meeting of a preparatory nature was suggested. An intermediate step
would be to convene a small Working Group to tidy up the text, eliminate
alternatives and consider proposals submitted to the present meeting but not
considered through lack of time. These included a draft proposal submitted by
Canada which involved an entirely new structure for management and
scientific study of the cetacean resources.

13. Portugal offered to convene a Working Group in Lisbon early in
1979. An invitation would be sent to all participants in the Copenhagen meet-
ing, but it was hoped that there would be a core group of seven delegations.
The following mandate for the Working Group was developed by the Chair-
man of the Preparatory Meeting:

1. Retain all texts and proposals made at the Copenhagen meeting
and add the Canadian proposal in text form;



2. Review bracketed language and consolidate alternatives where
possible without substantive alterations;

3. Carry out editorial and drafting work including revised order of
articles, final clauses etc.

4. Present its results as an additional alternative to those drafted in
Copenhagen.
14. A further Preparatory Meeting would be held after circulation of the

results of the Working Group meeting. Two different views were expressed on
the participation in that second Preparatory Meeting:

(a) That it should be limited to those invited by Denmark to the
Copenhagen meeting;

(b) That it should be extended to include all coastal States.
It was pointed out that who was invited might prejudge the questions

both of whether the 1946 Convention was being revised or a new convention
drafted and whether the scope of the convention included all cetaceans.
Because of the fundamental disagreement on the main points of substance as
well as the uncertainties arising from recent developments within the Law of
the Sea, all participants recorded a general reservation of their positions.

15. A meeting of the Drafting Group was hosted by the Government of
Portugal in November 1979 and was attended by seventeen delegations. The
meeting agreed to proceed by constructing a new draft document which would
show in column format the 1946 Convention text, the Copenhagen meeting
text, the agreed Lisbon text and the Canadian proposal. In fact, following
extensive discussion, the meeting was able to agree on a text for only the
preamble and the first and part of the second articles, and there was a wide
divergence of views on how the work should proceed in future, if indeed there
was any value in proceeding at all. Finally, it was agreed that the Portuguese
Government would communicate with the Governments participating in the
meeting to seek their views on future work, especially on the question of
whether or not the drafting exercise should be completed.

16. In July 1980, the Chairman of the International Whaling Commis-
sion convened an informal meeting to consider whether or not a revision of
the Convention could be usefully pursued. Invitations were extended to all
member Governments of the IWC and other parties that had attended earlier
meetings on this subject. Most participants made statements of their position
which served only to emphasize the lack of agreement that existed on the
points of major substance already identified. The discussion also underlined
the lack of clear distinction between revision of the existing convention and
the development of a new convention. There was no formal report of the
meeting, but the views expressed and the general consensus which was reached
were considered and endorsed at the 32nd Annual Meeting of the Commission
in July 1980, which instructed the Secretary "to urge a Government to convene
another Preparatory Meeting to improve and update the present Convention".

17. The Government of Iceland hosted such a meeting in Reykjavik, 6-9
May 1981, invitations being extended to all previous participants and new
members of the IWC. A thorough and wide-ranging discussion took place on
many of the contentious issues and participants had the opportunity to explain
opposing points of view. No firm conclusions were reached, however, and the



report of the meeting merely reflects the range of positions which exists. The
meeting agreed that the Government of Iceland as the host Government
should transmit the report to all the invited parties and to the IWC for con-
sideration and possible future action. It was also agreed that the report might
become a meeting document for the 33rd Annual Meeting of the IWC in July
1981.

18. At its 33rd Annual Meeting, held 20-25 July 1981, the Commission
received the report of the Preparatory Meeting to Improve and Update the
International Convention for the Regulation of Whaling, 1946, hosted by the
Government of Iceland in Reykjavik, May 1981.

19. Denmark commented that this had been a more successful session
than the earlier meeting in Copenhagen because the discussion had been con-
cerned not with wording but with the principles involved. It proposed that a con-
tracting Government should be urged to continue the initiative, and this was
seconded by Japan.

20. Norway commented on the tensions experienced in the Commission,
which are also reflected in the report, and Australia wondered if there was
need for a spell without meetings. Argentina shared this view, because of the
delicate stage of the Law of the Sea Conference. Jamaica spoke on the two
major interest groups represented, those concerned with whaling and others
concerned with the survival of whales, although these are not necessarily in
conflict. The UK had reservations about the usefulness of holding another
meeting, but Spain believed the difficulties experienced in the present meeting
proved the urgent need to proceed with the revision and updating process. It
identified four essential points-the object and purposes of the Convention; the
jurisdictional problem; decision taking; and membership of the organization.

21. The USA remarked on the fact that any member is free to offer to
host a meeting, and to develop terms of reference, so that discussions of the
kind which took place in Reykjavik could be pursued. The Commission agreed
to leave the matter as it is for member Governments to take note of what had
been said.

22. This matter will be raised again at the 34th Annual Meeting, to be
held in July 1982.

K. LATIN AMERICAN FREE TRADE ASSOCIATION

I. Within the framework of the Montevideo Treaty, which established a
free trade area and instituted the Latin American Free Trade Association, six
protocols and two basic resolutions have been adopted. They have distinctive
characteristics, as will be seen below.

2. Two of the protocols are specifically related to the Montevideo Treaty
in that they modify some of its provisions. One of the remaining protocols sup-
plements institutional provisions; the others deal with matters of concern to the
Association. The process of elaboration has not been the same for all these
protocols. The sections below give a brief examination of each protocol, with
an indication of the route towards signature.



I. Protocols amending the Montevideo Treat)'

(a) Protocol institutionalizing the Council of Ministers of the Association (12
December 1966)

3. This Protocol was prepared by the Standing Executive Committee-
one of the organs of the Association. With the assistance of the secretariat, the
Committee formulated a draft, which was submitted to the Ministers for
Foreign Affairs for their consideration and signature.

4. The process of preparation was clearly political, and the Protocol was
adopted by a political organ.

(b) Caracas Protocol amending the Montevideo Treaty (12 December 1969)
5. Inasmuch as the period within which the free trade area was to be

brought into full operation under the Montevideo Treaty was considered too
short, the Contracting Parties decided to extend it to 1980. That called for an
amendment to the Treaty. The draft was prepared by the Committee and sub-
mitted to the Conference, which endorsed the text. It was not submitted to the
Ministers for Foreign Affairs for consideration, as in the previous case. The
decision was a political one that followed a political process.

2. Protocol supplementary to the Montevideo Treaty: Protocol for the
Settlement of Disputes (2 September 1967)

6. This Protocol is the only one that was adopted within the framework
of the Association after being worked on by jurists. The Committee decided to
establish a working group, composed of jurists appointed by the Contracting
Parties, to prepare a text. When this was done, the preliminary draft was sub-
mitted to the Committee, which examined it, made some amendments and
referred it to the Ministers for Foreign Affairs for consideration. The text was
signed by the Ministers.

7. Concurrently, there was a discussion by the jurists and later by the
Committee concerning the establishment of provisional machinery pending the
entry into force of the Protocol.

3. Other protocols and treaties

(a) Protocol on the Transit of Persons (12 December 1966)

8. Since it was felt that enabling the Area's businessmen and industrial-
ists to travel freely within the territories of the Contracting Parties would pro-
mote the process of integration, a meeting of the Parties' experts was con-
vened. This was not a meeting of jurists, but of public officials with experience
of such matters. Once the draft had been prepared by these experts, on the
basis of instructions, it was submitted to the Committee, which referred it to
the Ministers for Foreign Affairs for consideration. It was adopted at the same
time as the Protocol institutionalizing the Council of Ministers.

(b) Water Transport Agreement of the Association (30 September 1966)

9. Of all the agreements adopted within the framework of the Associa-
tion, this one took the longest to prepare. The initial studies began in 1962



after several meetings of the Advisory Committee on Transportation, com-
posed of experts from the Contracting Parties.

10. When work was well under way, the Conference recommended that
a water transport agreement should be concluded. In 1966, a committee met to
prepare for the session of the Transport and Communications Council and for-
mulated a preliminary draft agreement. Participants in this meeting were not
only jurists, but also marine experts and other experts in this field. Also in
1966, the Council met and adopted a draft agreement. Subsequently, on the
initiative of the Executive Committee, a meeting of plenipotentiaries was con-
vened for the sole purpose of signing the treaty.

11. Effective implementation of this instrument has not been possible
since it entered into force four year ago, because the Contracting Parties have
so far failed to agree on the regulative machinery. In 1966, an attempt was
made to hold a meeting with a view to reaching agreement, but the meeting
was cancelled at the last minute. The issue has not come up again.

(c) Privileges and immunities of the Association and its organs

12. Regulations governing the privileges and immunities of the Associa-
tion and its officials, embodied in the Montevideo Treaty, followed a rather
distinctive procedure.

13. At its first session in 1961, the Conference adopted two resolutions:
6 (I), concerning privileges and immunities in the territories of member States;
and 7 (I), concerning the territory of the headquarters country: Uruguay.
These two resolutions were adopted by what was then the supreme organ of
the Association, namely, the Conference.

14. However, it was felt that, in the case of Uruguay, it was necessary to
draft a text reproducing word for word the provisions of resolution 7 (I) and
submit it to Parliament for its approval. That was done, and Uruguay depos-
ited the instrument with the secretariat in due course.

15. With respect to the other resolution, 6 (I), it was felt that ratification
by each of the Contracting Parties was necessary, even though, in my opinion,
that resolution was legally binding at the international level. The resolution
was thus ratified, and some Contracting Parties have deposited their respective
instruments with the secretariat.

4. General considerations

16. There is no one technique for the elaboration of instruments; the
technique depends on the nature of the instrument. Only one of the protocols
was examined beforehand by legal experts. The political factor is clearly
predominant.

17. All the protocols, including the two aforementioned Conference reso-
lutions, followed the traditional ratification procedure. The chronic disease-
delay in the ratification of treaties-is acute in LAFTA; only the political
instruments, which absolutely had to be ratified if a crisis was to be avoided,
have been ratified by all Parties. It should be noted that the Caracas Protocol
was ratified by Uruguay virtually on the deadline set by the Montevideo
Treaty (1973), a deadline extended to 1980 by the Protocol.



L. LE COMITE INTERNATIONAL DE LA CROIX-ROUGE (CICR)

I. Introduction

1. Une 6tape decisive a &6 franchie dans les limitations oppos~es h la
guerre lorsque a W sign~e h Gen~ve, en 1864, la premibre "Convention pour
l'am~lioration du sort des militaires blesses dans les armies en campagne". Ses
10 articles ont assis le droit international humanitaire sur des principes
g~n~raux que n'ont jamais d~mentis les instruments juridiques posterieurs.
Plut6t qu'une remise en cause de ses bases, 'histoire du droit de Gen~ve
reflte une extension constante de la notion de protection h des categories plus
larges de victimes et h des situations nouvelles provoqu~es par le
d~veloppement des techniques de communication et d'armement et par
l'volution de la conception de la nature des conflits. C'est souligner h quel
point les Conventions de Gen~ve sont marquees par la continuit6 des efforts
entrepris par le Comite international de la Croix-Rouge, continuit6 dont est
directement fonction la technique d'6laboration des trait~s touchant au droit
humanitaire.

2. Ds l'origine, en effet, et durant toute son oeuvre, le CICR a desire
atteindre ses buts fondamentaux, la protection des victimes des conflits arm~s
au sens le plus large, non seulement par des mesures pratiques ou
d'organisation-telle la creation de soci6t6s de secours dans chaque pays ou
l'envoi de delgu6s sur place - mais aussi et tout autant par la consecration de
ses efforts dans le droit international public. Ce dernier devait "sanctionner",
comme l'fcrit Henry-Dunant dans son ouvrage "Un souvenir de Solfrino", la
protection recherchee pour les victimes; il devait aussi-aspect souvent laiss6
de c6t6 - faciliter l'aide que leur apportent les agents de 'Etat ou les organisa-
tions de secours, notamment la Croix-Rouge.

3. Cet effort a conduit le CICR h prendre l'initiative de preparer dix
Conventions internationales, qui sont entrees en vigueur et qui sont les
suivantes :

1. La Convention de Gen~ve pour l'am~lioration du sort des mili-
taires blesses dans les arm~es en campagne, du 22 aotlt 1864. (Elle sera
designee d6sormais par l'abr6viation "la Convention de Gen~ve".)

2. La Convention de Gen~ve du 6 juillet 1906 (revision de la Con-
vention pr6c6dente).

3. La Convention de Gen~ve du 27 juillet 1929 (revision de la Con-
vention pr6c6dente).

4. La Convention de Gen~ve du 12 aofit 1949 (revision de la Con-
vention precedente) dont le titre, "militaires bless6s", se transforme en
"blesses et malades" et "arm6es" devient "forces armies".

5. La Convention de Gen~ve pour l'am6lioration du sort des blesses,
des malades et des naufrag6s des forces armies sur mer du 12 aofit 1949
(revision de la Xe Convention de la Haye du 18 octobre 1907, pour
l'adaptation h la guerre maritime des principes de la Convention de
Gen~ve de 1906).

6. La Convention de Gen~ve relative au traitement des prisonniers
de guerre, du 27 juillet 1929.



7. La Convention de Gen~ve relative au traitement des prisonniers
de guerre, du 12 aofit 1949 (revision de la Convention prc dente).

8. La Convention de Gen~ve relative h la protection des personnes
civiles en temps de guerre, du 12 aofit 1949.

9. Le Protocole additionnel aux Conventions de Gen~ve du 12 aofit
1949 relatif h la protection des victimes des conflits arm~s internationaux,
du 10 juin 1977. (Il s'intitulera par la suite "Protocole additionnel no 1".)

10. Le Protocole additionnel aux Conventions de Gen~ve du
12 aofit 1949 relatif h la protection des victimes des conflits arm6s non
internationaux, du 10 juin 1977. (En abr6g6, "le Protocole additionnel
no II".)
4. En outre, le CICR a pr6par6 quelques r6glementations de droit

humanitaire qui ne sont pas entr6es en vigueur, mais qui ont Wt utiles,
ult~rieurement, dans l'61aboration des Conventions pr6cit6es. IL s'agit notam-
ment:

- Des articles additionnels h la Convention de Genive de 1864, du
20 octobre 1868, veritable convention, mais non ratifie;

- Du projet de convention concernant la condition et la protection des
civils de nationalit ennemie qui se trouvent sur le territoire d'un belligrant
ou sur un territoire occup6 par lui, pr6sent par le CICR a la XVe Conf6rence
internationale de la Croix-Rouge (Tokyo, octobre 1934) [dit projet de
Tokyo"];

- Du projet de r~gles limitant les risques courus par la population cfvile
en temps de guerre, pr~sent6 par le CICR h la XIXe Conference internationale
de la Croix-Rouge (New Delhi, novembre 1957).

Sans pouvoir prendre d~jh en consideration les Protocoles additionnels de
1977, qui entreront en vigueur le 7 dcembre 1978, il faut relever que les huit
autres Conventions internationales qui sont 6num~r~es ci-dessus ont &6
sanctionn~es trs t6t d'une acceptation universelle. En 1867, toutes les grandes
puissances d'alors avaient ratifi6 ]a Convention de 1864, h 'exception des
Etats-Unis, qui s'y sont rallies en 1882. Les Conventions suivantes ont requ une
consecration diplomatique comparable.

5. Le nombre 6tendu des conventions entrant en ligne de compte, leur
consecration quasi universelle et surtout les services qu'elles ont rendus h
l'humanit , mdme quand leur application ou leur contenu est apparu
insuffisant, portent t~moignage de la pratique et de 'exp~rience acquises par le
CICR en mati~re d'laboration du droit international humanitaire applicable
dans les conflits arm~s. De cette pratique et de cette experience, le CICR a-t-il
dgag une m~thode d'6laboration des trait~s qui lui soit propre? Le
memorandum adress6 par le CICR en f~vrier 1945 aux gouvernements des
Etats parties L la Convention de Genve et aux Soci~t~s nationales de la
Croix-Rouge apporte un premier 61ment de r~ponse :

"Le CICR se propose d'adopter a cette fin une m~thode analogue h
celle qu'il a suivie apr~s Ia premiere guerre mondiale, h savoir :

- De r~unir tout d'abord une documentation prdliminaire aussi
compl~te qu'il se pourra;



-Puis d'6tablir, si possible avec le concouts d'experts des gouverne-
ments et des Socitds de la Croix-Rouge, des projets de conventions r~vises
et de conventions nouvelles;

-Pour les soumettre ensuite aux confdrences internationales de la
Croix-Rouge;

-Il espdre que les Etats voudront bien alors, comme par le passe,
prendre ces projets en consid6ration et pr6voir les mesures propres h leur
donner une cons6cration diplomatique'.
6. Une tude plus pouss6e-et ce sera l'objet des pages qui suivent-

perrnettra de niancer et de completer cette r6ponse du CICR, sans en infirmer
les 61ments essentiels.

7. I1 faut souligner d'embl6e que cette 6tude ne portera, dans le pro-
cessus d'61aboration des conventions prkcit~es, que sur la phase des travaux
pr~paratoires, dont le CICR a assum6 l'initiative et la direction, et non pas sur
La phase finale de l'61aboration des instruments au sein de ]a Conference
diplomatique. Quel que soit le rdle important que le CICR ait continu6 hi
jouer h ce stade final, en sa qualit6 d'expert et h titre de rapporteur de fait, ce
stade de l'61aboration a incomb6 principalement au gouvernement charg6 de
convoquer la Conf6rence diplomatique, c'est-h-dire au Gouvernement suisse.
Par consequent, il appartiendra h ce gouvernement, dans sa r6ponse relative h
la r6solution de I'ONU, A/RES.32/48, du 8 d6cembre 1977, de faire part de
son exp6rience quant aux m6thodes suivies dans r 61aboration finale des Con-
ventions de Genbve. II y a certes des liens tr~s 6troits entre les travaux
pr6paratoires assumes par le CICR et la phase finale de la Conference
diplomatique.

8. La pr6sente 6tude sur les mthodes suivies par le CICR dans les tra-
vaux pr~paratoires des Conventions de Gen~ve portera sur quatre aspects :

- Les organes entrant en ligne de compte. Comme le laisse entendre la
r6ponse prcit~e du CICR, le mouvement de la Croix-Rouge dans son ensem-
ble, prend une grande importance dans cette Eaboration, et il s'agit d'en
prciser les difffrents organes;

-Les initiatives qui sont k la base mdme de l'61aboration de ces difffrents
trait~s, les modalit~s de ces initiatives, ainsi que la d6limitation des
comptences (droit de La Haye et droit de Gen~ve);

- L'organisation des travaux. Cette section s'tendra notamment sur les
diff6rents types de consultation d'experts, trait marquant des m.thodes
employes par le CICR; et enfin

- L'6tablissement et la pr6sentation des projets de convention.

2. Les principaux organes entrant en ligne de compte dans les processus

d'dlaboration (travaux preparatoires) des Conventions de Gendve

a) Le CICR

9. Institution relevant du droit priv6 suisse et ayant un caract~re unina-
tional (le terme "international" s'appliquant k son activit6 et non h sa compo-
sition), le CICR n'a W investi pour la premiere fois qu'en 1929, par les Con-
ventions de Gen~ve de cette date, de certaines t~ches humanitaires pr~cises en
cas de conflit arm6, tdches qui, confirm6es par les Conventions de 1949 et les



Protocoles additionnels de 1977, entraient certains h considerer qu'il a egale-
ment en droit international public une personnalit6 juridique de nature limitde.
Cependant, ds l'origine, le CICR s'est considdr6 habilit6 4 prendre des initia-
tives pour la creation de la Convention de Gen~ve de 1864 et ulterieurement
pour le developpment et l'expansion du "droit de Gen~ve".

10. Ce n'est pas par ce droit que son r6le, quasi organique dans ce
domaine, a te consacre expressement 2, mais il l'a te dans les statuts de la
Croix-Rouge internationale de 1928, dont l'article VI, chiffre 7, prevoit que le
CICR "travaille au perfectionnement et A la diffusion des Conventions de
Gen~ve". C'est sur cette base que se fondent principalement ses competences
dans le domaine des travaux preparatoires, competence tr~s large comme le
montreront les pages qui suivent.

b) Le mouvement de la Croix-Rouge internationale

11. Le processus d'61aboration des Conventions de Gen~ve fait intervenir
dans une large mesure le mouvement de la Croix-Rouge et la structure h la
fois complexe et etendue de ce mouvement. Ce sont, en premier lieu, les
Soci~t~s nationales de la Croix-Rouge, du Croissant-Rouge et du Lion et
Soleil-Rouges, dont le CICR a favorise la creation dans chaque pays et dont il
est chargC de reconnaftre officiellement l'exitence comme membres de la
Croix-Rouge internationale, une fois qu'elles remplissent un certain nombre de
conditions bien precises. Ces societes nationales, actuellement au nombre de
125, ont jou6 et jouent un r6le important en secondant le CICR dans ses
efforts pour la preparation du droit international humanitaire, et cela h
diff~rents stades et sous differentes formes, notamment dans les reunions
d'experts examines plus loin, mais aussi comme organe de pression, soit
aupr~s de leur gouvernement, soit parmi l'opinion publique, pour faire admet-
tre plus facilement l'opportunit6 d'un developpement du droit international
humanitaire.

12. Ces societes nationales ont elles-mdmes, en 1919, constitue une
f ddration, la Ligue des Societes de la Croix-Rouge, tournee principalement
vers les activites du temps de paix, mais qui elle-meme a pris une part active Ii
l'elaboration des proiocoles additionnels de 1977.

13. A c6t& du CICR et des Societes nationales, c'est sans doute la
Conference internationale de la Croix-Rouge qui represente l'organe le plus
important dans ce processus d'61aboration du "droit de Genbve". Autorit6
deliberante supreme et se reunissant en principe tous les quatre ans, cet organe
a une nature particuli~re, sui generis : elle comprend non seulement toutes les
Societes nationales ainsi que la Ligue et le CICR, mais aussi les representants
des gouvernements parties aux Conventions de Gen~ve. En acceptant ainsi, ds
les premieres Conferences internationales de la Croix-Rouge de 1867 (Paris) et
de 1869 (Berlin), d'etre representes h ces forums, les gouvernements ont tenu h
montrer l'interet qu'ils portaient h l'oeuvre de la Croix-Rouge et le fait qu'ils
etaient directement concernes par elle. En vertu des statuts de 1928, la
Confdrence, par ses resolutions, n'engage pas juridiquement ceux qui y partici-
pent, et en particulier les gouvernements. Mais ces resolutions ont du moins
pour tous, y compris pour ces derniers, une certaine valeur, disons morale. Le
chapitre II de cette etude fera ressortir la portee de la Conference interna-
tionale dans l'C1aboration des Conventions de Gen~ve, h la fois comme



616ment moteur d6terminant du point de vue formel et comme "caisse de
r6sonance" des projets de convention 61abor6s par le CICR.

c) Le Gouvernement suisse

14. I1 a W indiqu6 plus haut, dans l'introduction, que cette 6tude ne
porterait pas sur la phase finale de l'61aboration des Conventions de Gen~ve,
c'est-h-dire sur celle de la Conf6rence diplomatique, parce qu'il appartiendra 'h
la Suisse, pays traditionnellement h6te de cette conference, de se prononcer sur
cette phase dans sa r6ponse h la r6solution A/Res. 32/48 de 1'ONU du
8 d6cembre 1977. Ce qu'il y a lieu de relever ici, c'est que d~jh au stade des
travaux pr6paratoires une certaine activit6 incombe au Conseil f~d~ral,
ind6pendamment de la participation de ses repr~sentants aux reunions
d'experts. I1 s'agit, en effet, d6jh h ce stade, de s'enqu6rir des chances de r~unir
une future conference diplomatique destin~e h aboutir h de v6ritables instru-
ments de droit international.

15. Les compbtences respectives du Gouvernement suisse et du CICR
dans ce domaine n'ont W fix6es qu'apr~s les deux premieres Conf6rences
diplomatiques de 1863 et de 1868 (articles additionnels). Pour ces deux
r6unions, c'est le CICR qui a pris certaines initiatives directement aupr~s des
d16gu6s gouvemementaux, mais h la fin du xixe sicle est intervenue entre lui
et le Conseil f6d6ral une entente mettant au point le systbme qui a pr~valu
jusqu'h maintenant.

16. Selon ce syst~me, alors que le CICR se charge des travaux
pr6paratoires quant A la mati~re, il appartient au Conseil ftd6ral de sonder les
Etats sur l'opportunit6 d'une conference diplomatique, par l'entremise de ses
repr~sentants h l'6tranger.

17. Ces activit~s parallles et superpos6es se rejoignent parfois, quand les
conf6rences d'experts convoqu6es par le CICR 6mettent elles-mdmes une srie
d'avis judicieux sur l'opportunit6 de r6unir la future conf6rence diplomatique.
C'est d'ailleurs hi la Conf6rence d'experts gouvernementaux de 1972 qu'un
expert suisse a annonc l'intention du Conseil f6d6ral de convoquer la
conference ayant abouti aux Protocoles additionnels 3.

d) L'organisation internationale

18. La Soci6t6 des Nations, principalement toum~e vers une oeuvre de
paix, n'a pas pu et n'a pas eu l'occasion de jouer un r6le important dans le
processus d'61aboration des Conventions de droit humanitaire, si ce n'est,
indirectement, pour le Protocole de Genbve de 1925. Au contraire,
l'Organisation des Nations Unies a pris, elle, une part marquante, non pas
dans l'61aboration des Conventions de Genbve de 1949, mais dans celle qui a
conduit aux Protocoles additionnels de 1977, en particulier par son intret pour
la protection des droits de l'homme en p6riode de conflits arm~s. Dans son
rapport pr6sent6 h la XXIe Conference internationale de la Croix-Rouge
(Istanbul, 1969) sur ]a reaffirmation et le d6veloppement des lois et coutumes
applicables dans les conflits arm6s, le CICR s'est longuement tendu sur ses
relations avec les Nations Unies et sur la coordination des travaux entre eux4.

19. Le CICR souligne en particulier, dans ce rapport, qu'il a &6
consid6r6 comme un organe quaIifi6 pour entreprendre des 6tudes



pr~paratoires non seulement en iaison de sa longue ttdditibh dths ce dbmaine,
mais aussi du fait qu'i1 est un organisme d'action pratique, appe h, eercei
son activit6 humanitaire dans les conflits airrin s h travers le monde entier etqu'il peut ainsi tirer directerfient des e4priences et coistatations faites sur te

terrain des enseignements d'une grande importance pour le d~veloppement du
droit humanitaire.

20. Le CICR a associ6 6troitement le Directeur de ]a Djivision des droits
de 'homme h ses travaux, rnotamment auix r~uriions d'experts convMliiue par
lui, et il lui a mdme r~serv la primeur d'uin rapport sp6cial c6nsacr6 en 1970 h
la guerilla et aux conflits interness. Certains experts du CICR ont pris part de
leur c6t h des reunions d'experts convdqu~es par I'ONU (en 1970 et 1971).

21. II est certain, en outre, que les r~solutions.adoptes pai 1'Assembl
g~nfrale d~s 1968, et qui ont pris acte avec saiigfactiori et encoutag le CRM
dans ses efforts, oit constitu galement pour lui uri appui d'un grand poid
dans les travaux pr~paratoires des Protocoles additionnels ae 19776.

3. L'initiative des travaux preparatoires dans l'dlaboration
du droit international humanitaire et les modalitds de cette initiative

a) Lesfondements rdels
22. Toute l'oeuvre du CICR pour le d~veloppement du droit interna-

tional humanitaire a 6t6 fonde principalement sur la constatation qu'il a W
amen6 h faire, h la suite de conflits arm~s et de !'action secourable qi'il a pu y
mener, soit de rinsuffisance de certaines normes prot~geant des categories
d~termin~es de personnes et, par consequent, de la n~cessit6 de les reviser et
de les renforcer, soit de r'inexistence de dispositions de protection pour
d'autres categories de personnes et de la ncessit6 de completer pour ces
derni~res le droit international existant.

23. Cette constatation lui parait, par exemple, si 6vidente h la fin de la
seconde guerre mondiale que, dans son memorandum prcit6 du 15 f~vrier
1945 adress6 aux gouvernements, apres avoir soulign6 qu'il sera n~cessaire
d'envisager pour l'av.enir la revision des Conventions de Gen~ve de 1929 h la
lumire des experiences faites et la conclusion 6ventuelle de nouveaux accords,
le CICR ajoute qu' "il ne doute pas que les Gouvernements et le Soci~t~s
nationales de la Croix-Rouge ne professent h cet 6gard une opinion sem-
blable".

24. Les ides qui sont a la base de la codification 4 entreprendre vont
trouver une expression encore plus large dans les travaux du CICR qui
aboutiront aux Protocoles additionnels de 1977. Dans son rapport pr~sent6 la
XXIe Conffrence intemationale de la Croix-Rouge (Istanbul, 1969), le CICR
ajoute k la constatation de l'insuffisance des r~gles de protection deux autres
raisons fondamentales qui militent en faveur d'une nouvelle codification.
D'une part, le d~s~quilibre qui existe "entre le droit de Gen~ve largement
dvelopp6 et le domaine des r~gles touchant h la conduite des hostilits... Or
le CICR a W amen6 h se rendre compte... qu'il n'est pas possible de
maintenir-ainsi qu'on le pensait parfois-une distinction nette entre ces deux
domaines du droit applicable aux conflits arm~s : les belligfrants considrent
forc~ment ce droit comme un tout et l'insuffisance des r~gles relatives h la con-
duite des hostilit~s se r~percute d~favorablement sur l'observation des Conven-



tions de Gen~ve7 . D'autre part, l' largissement de la communaut6 interna-
tionale : "Vu l'anciennet6 des rfgles de La Haye encore valables et le
caractZre impr&is des rfgles coutumi~res, les nombreux Etats qui ont
nouvellement accd6 h l'ind6pendance peuvent avoir quelques difficult~s h
savoir exactement quelles sont les rbgles h observer- surtout si leurs dirigeants
ont h la m6moire les pratiques contraires des nations plus anciennes. D'oh la
n6cessit6 de r6affirmer et de prciser ces rfgles par des instruments et
procedures auiquels seront associ~s ces nouveaux Etats".

25. Mais encore faut-il que le sentiment du CICR quant h la n6cessit de
reviser les conventions existantes ou de les complter soit partag6 par
l'ensemble de la communaut internationale et que ses initiatives en vue des
travaux pr61iminaires puissent se fonder sur une base plus formelle et plus
officielle. C'est en g~nral le cas, comme le montrent les pages qui suivent, et
le m6morandum du 15 fevrier 1945 que le CICR avait adress6 directement aux
gouvernements, pr~sumant en quelque sorte leur acceptation de principe,
repr~sente plut6t une exception dans les modalit~s des travaux pr~paratoires.

b) Les sources formelles des travaux prdparatoires
i) Rdsolutions de Confirences internationales de la Croix-Rouge
26. C'est le plus souvent les resolutions des Conferences internationales

de la Croix-Rouge qui ont apport un appui formel et officiel aux initiatives
prises par le CICR pour developper le droit international humanitaire. Un
voeu de la Conf6rence de 1863 qui fonde la Croix-Rouge est h 'origine de la
premiere Convention de Gen~ve de 1864. La Xe Conf6rence internationale de
la Croix-Rouge (Gen~ve, 1921) adopta deux resolutions, no XIX et no XV, qui
sont respectivement h l'origine de la Convention de 1929 r6visant celle de 1905
ayant trait aux blesses et aux malades, et de la Convention de 1929 sur le
traitement des prisonniers de guerre. Pour les Conventions de 1949, comme
nous l'avons vu, le CICR s'est content6 des r~ponses, le plus souvent positives,
qu'il a reques des gouvernements A son appel du 17 fdvrier 1945. Enfin ce sont
les r6solutions no XXVIII de la XXe Confdrence internationale de la Croix-
Rouge (Vienne, 1965), relative notamment A la protection des populations
civiles contre les dangers de la guerre indiscrimin6e, et no XIII de la XXII
Conference internationale (Istanbul, 1969) qui ont fond6 les travaux
pr6paratoires des'Protocoles additionnels de 1977.

27. Cette demi~re resolution portant sur la r6affirmation et le
d6veloppement des lois et coutumes applicables dans les conflits arm~s est
int&essante h plus d'un titre : elle ne se borne pas h souligner la nfcessit6 de
renforcer le droit international humanitaire; elle pr~eise 6galement les tapes
des travaux pr6paratoires, en demandant au CICR "de poursuivre activement
ses efforts dans ce domaine, sur la base de son rapport, en vue :

"- D'61aborer, le plus rapidement possible, des propositions concretes
de rfgles qui viendraient compl6ter le droit humanitaire en vigueur;

"-D'inviter des experts gouvernementaux de la Croix-Rouge et
d'autres experts, repr~sentant les principaux syst mes juridiques et sociaux
du monde, h se r6unir avec lui afin d'etre consult6s sur ces propositions;

"- De soumettre ces propositions aux gouvernements, en les invitant
h lui faire part de leurs commentaires; et



-De recommander, si la chose est jug6e souhaitable, aux autorit~s
comp6tentes de r~unir une ou plusieurs conferences diplomatiques,
r~unissant les Etats parties aux Conventions de Gen~ve et autres Etats
int~ress~s, pour mettre au point des instruments juridiques intemationaux
tenant compte de ces propositions."
28. En d~pit de la nature particuli~re des Conferences internationales de

la Croix-Rouge, le CICR a toujours consid6r6 -attitude toujours accept~e par
les Etats - que leurs resolutions constituaient une base juridique suffisante pour
r'habiliter h mener h bien les travaux pr~paratoires, h s'adresser h cet effet aux
gouvernements en vue d'obtenir leur concours, notamment lors des consulta-
tions d'experts gouvernementaux examin~es plus loin, et pour soumettre, par
l'entremise du Conseil f~d6ral, des projets de conventions r6vis~es ou nouvelles
aux Etats appel~s h participer h la Conference diplomatique.

29. Ces r6solutions, sources formelles des travaux pr6paratoires du
CICR, ont des contenus tr~s divers. Parfois elles se bornent h manifester le voeu
que soient entreprises les recherches n6cessaires h l'6tablissement d'une conven-
tion. Parfois, comme la resolution d'Istanbul pr&cit6e, elles sont plus pr6cises
sur les tapes de ' 1aboration de la convnetion. Parfois 6galement, elles
contiennent d6jh les principes sur lesquels devra reposer la convention h 6tablir.
C'est le cas notamment de la r6solution no XV de la Xe Conference intema-
tionale de 1921, qui 6num~rait 13 principes devant dtre h la base de
1' tablissement d'un "code des prisonniers de guerre, d6port6s, 6vacu~s et
refugi~s". De meme, Ia resolution no XXVIII de la Conf6rence de Vienne
(1965) formulait quatre principes fondamentaux, dont les trois premiers, outre
le r61e qu'ils ont jou dans l'61aboration des Protocoles additionnels de 1977,
ont t6 repris et sanctionn6s par une r~solution de l'Assembl6e g6n6rale des
Nations Unies en 1966 (2444/XXIII).

ii) Rdsolutions des confdrences intergouvernementales
30. Parfois la source formelle a r6sid6 dans un voeu encore plus officiel

et d'une qualit juridique encore plus incontestable : les r6solutions et voeux
adopt~s lors de conferences diplomatiques elles-mdmes et qui donnaient
l'impulsion pour des travaux futurs parfois tendus. II en est ainsi :

- Du voeu no X formul par la premiere Conf6rence de La Haye de 1899
en vue de la revision de la Convention de Gen~ve de 1864 (ainsi que des arti-
cles additionnels de 1868)- voeu qui a amen& le CICR h preparer les projets
de Ia Convention de Gen ve de 1906;

- Du voeu no VI formuIl par la Conf6rence diplomatique de 1929 sur la
"nfcessit6 de l'61aboration d'une Convention intemationale concernant la con-
dition et la protection des civils de nationalit ennemie qui se trouvent sur le
territoire d'un bellig6rant ou sur un territoire occup6 par lui" - voeu h l'origine
des travaux du CICR ayant abouti au "Projet de Tokyo" de 1934.

31. En r6alit6, de telles r6solutions r~pondent souvent h une solution de
compromis entre ceux qui auraient d6sir6 voir la mati~re trait6e par la
Conference en question et ceux qui ne le souhaitaient pas. Ainsi, en 1899, c'est
le CICR lui-mdme qui d6sirait que la r6vision de la Convention de Gen~ve de
1864 se fil dans le mdme cadre que celui qui avait pr~sid6 h l'61aboration de ce
premier instrument. Quant au voeu no VI de 1929, alors que les milieux
humanitaires avaient souhait ardemment l'6tablissement d'une Convention



pour la protection des civils, dans le sens de la r6solution rappel6e plus haut
de la Conf6rence internationale de la Croix-Rouge de 1921, certains milieux
politiques, et notamment ceux de la SDN, 6taient r6serv~s h cet 6gard,
estimant qu'un tel instrument 6voquait trop l'ide de ]a guerre, /I une 6poque
oh la recherche de la paix 6tait encore prdominante.

32. Souvent aussi, la Conf6rence diplomatique a formul6 un voeu que
soit poursuivie dans un domaine plus limitd, parfois phs technique, l'6laboration
commenc6e et qu'elle n'avait pas eu le temps de parachever dans le domaine
consid6r6. Tel est le cas :

-Du voeu no III de la Conference diplomatique de 1929, recommandant
d'6tudier plus k fond la r~glementation de l'emploi de l'aviation sanitaire en
temps de paix;

- Des r6solutions nos 3 et 6 de la Conf6rence diplomatique ayant 6tabli les
Conventions de Gen~ve de 1949. La premiere priait le CICR d'6tablir un
accord type concernant le pourcentage du personnel sanitaire h retenir en
fonction du nombre des prisonniers de guerre; la seconde portait sur
l'6tablissement d'un code international r~glementant l'usage des moyens
modernes de transmission entre les navires-hdpitaux, d'une part, et les navires
de guerre et a6ronefs militaires, d'autre part.

33. Les r6solutions de ce type ont constitu6 6galement la base de travaux
entrepris par le CICR et dont les r~sultats ont W communiques aux gouverne-
ments. Mais, il est int~ressant de le relever, en g6n6ral, ces travaux ont trouv6
leur v6ritable aboutissement non pas dans une r6union diplomatique consacr~e
sp&cialement h la question, mais lors d'une Conference diplomatique g~n~rale,
ayant port6 sur l'ensemble des Conventions de Gen~ve. Ainsi la mati~re des
r6solutions nos III de 1929 et VI de 1949 a 6 reprise et consacr6e par le Pro-
tocole additionnel no I.

c) La ddlimitation des compitences

34. Comme le montre le d6veloppement des Conventions de Gen~ve, le
CICR a 6t6 amen6 h 6tendre ses travaux pr~paratoires h des mati~res qui,
jusque-I, relevaient de la competence d'autres Etats ou d'autres organisations.
I1 en est ainsi, par exemple, du traitement des prisonniers de guerre, de la pro-
tection des civils, de la conduite des hostilits, qui d6pendaient du droit de
La Haye, ou de la question des armes trait6e par les Nations Unies. Comment
le CICR a-t-il franchi ce pas ?

35. II faut bien distinguer deux aspects. En ce qui concerne les travaux
pr~paratoires, le CICR a consid6r6 que les resolutions des conferences interna-
tionales de la Croix-Rouge qui pr6voyaient elles-mdmes cette extension - telles
les r6solutions des Conf6rences de 1921 ou de 1969- du fait qu'elles avaient
6t6 approuv6es par les gouvernements repr6sent~s, y compris par celui des
Pays-Bas, lui donnaient un "feu vert" pour poursuivre ses travaux. I1 a tenu
d'ailleurs, notamment pour les Protocoles additionnels, h se rendre
sp6cialement h La Haye, en 1970, pour tenir les autorit~s n6erlandaises par-
faitement inform6es de ses tudes.

36. En revanche, il a toujours considfrt qu'il appartenait aux gouverne-
ments int~ress6s de s'entendre sur la question de savoir qui serait comptent
pour pr6sider la phase finale de 1' laboration, c'est-h-dire convoquer la



conference diplomatique. .'est ainsi, par exemple, que le Gouvernement suisse
a convoqu& la Conference diplomatique de 1949 en pr6cisant qu'il le faisait
"avec l'assentiment du Gouvernement neerlandais".

37. En ce qui concerne les armes, le CJCR, h la demande d'un certain
nombre de delegations lors de la Conference d'experts gouvernementaux, a
accept6 de prdter son concours8 pour faciliter la poursiuite des travauxportant
sur l'interdiction ou la limitation de certaines armes "conventionnelles", mais il
n'a pas estim que cette question relevait n6cessairement de sa competence.
Aussi la resolution no 229 de la Conference diplo'matique de 1974-1977 a-t-elle
normalement attribu6 aux Nations Unies la suite des efforts dans ce domaine.
Des experts du CICR y sont d'ailleurs associes.

4. Organisation des travaux

38. L'action lgislative du CICR traduit le souci constant d'6difier des
instruments qui correspondent suffisamment aux exigences des Etats et de la
communaut6 internationale pour avoir des chances d'dtre appliques. C'est
pourquoi la phase des travaux preparatoires est marquee non seulement par la
constitution au sein du CICR d'une structure appropri6e, mais aussi et surtout
par de multiples consultations d'experts. Par la variet6 des personnes ou des
entit6s interrogees, par' l'6tendue des avis recueillis et par la souplesse des
formes qu'elles prenh~nb ces consultations suivies constituent un des traits les
plus marquants du processus suivi par le CICR dans l'e1aboration des Conven-
tions humanitaires.

a) Le processus de consultation

i) Les consultations menees par le CICR

39. Les personnes ou entites consult6es par le CICR peuvent, en general,
se repartir en trois categories : les experts interroges h titre prive et individuel,
s~par~ment ou en groupe, les experts de Societ6s nationales de la Croix-Rouge
(Croissant-Rouge, Lion et Soleil-Rouges) et les experts gouyernementaux.
L'ordre dans lequel sont mentionn6es ces trois categories correspond, le plus
souvent, h l'evolution du processus de consultation.

Les experts consultis d titre privd

40. La premiere categorie pr~sente une grande diversit6. I1 s'agit aussi
bien de personnes priv6es, sp6cialisees dans tel ou tel domaine, que
d'organisations, telles que l'International Law Association ou l'Institut de droit
international, ou enfin d'institutions caritatives. Ce type de consultation se dis-
tingue de ceux qui sont dcrits plus loin en ce sens qu'il s'agit toujours de
personnalit~s invit6es directement par le CICR, le plus souvent h ses frais, et ne
representant qu'elles-mdmes. It va sans dire que, pour le choix de ces
personnalit~s, le CICR a requ frequemment une aide pr~cieuse des Societ6s
nationales de la Croix-Rouge.

41. Si, tout au long de sa pratique d'61aboration des traites hurnanitaires,
le CICR a recouru h ce premier type de consultation, celui-ci a pris cepen-
dant une importance particuli~re dans les r6glementations qu'il a pr6parees
apr~s la seconde guerre mondiale, et notamment pour les Protocoles addition-
nels de 1977. Pour ces derniers, ce ne sont pas moins de cinq series de consul-



tations d'experts priv6s qu'iI a men6es de 1966 h 1971. II n'est pas inutile de
les prMciser pour faire ressoi-tir les modalit6s de ce type de consultation.

- Er 1966, afin de mieux d6terminer les suites h donner h l'importante
r~solution no XXVIII ad61t~e h la XXC Conf6rence internationale de la
Croix-Rouge (Vienne, 1965), des repr6sentants sp~cialis6s du CICR auront, i
Gen~ve ou sur place et sur la base d'un questionnaire envoy h l'avance, des
entretiens approfondis avec une quinzaine de personnalit~s repr~sentant les
principaux courants de l'opinion mondiale '.

- En 1969, afin de mettre au point le rapport qu'il entend presenter 'i la
XXIc Conference internationale de la Croix-Rouge (Istanbul. 1969) sur la
"R6affirmation et le d~veloppement des lois et coutumes applicables dans les
conflits arms", le CICR r~unit en janvier une vingtaine de personnalit~s
particuli~rement qualifies par leurs connaissances du droit international ou
des r~alit~s politiques et militaires du monde actuel. La liste de ces
personnalit6s, qui figure en note, donne une vue de l'6ventail des opinions
repr~sent~esl .

- Enfin, en 1971, pour 6tablir les propositions concretes de rfgles
denmahd6es par la r~solution no XIII dd la Conference d'Istanbul, le dCR
m~ne trois Eries de consultations aupr~s d'une cinquantaine de personnalit s
au total, appartenant aux principales rfgions du globe. La plupart sont
corlsult~es par 6crit ou lors d'entretiens dans leur pays; quelqueg consultations
ort lieu au sifge du CICR. Elles porteront sur trois points : conflits non inter-
nationaux et gttrillas, protection de la population civile contre les dangers des
hogttlit~s et protection des bless6s et des malades12

Experts de la Croix-Rouge

42. La deuxi~me catdgorie des entitds consultdes est celle des Soci~tds
nationales de la Croix-Rouge ou, plus exactement, des experts d~signds par ces
soci~tds iiationales. Ce sont elles qui regoivent l'invitation du CICR et ce sont
elles qui choisissent le ou les experts h d6lguer h la conf6rence convoqu~e soit
par le CICR, h Gen~ve, soit dans un autre pays sur linvitation de la Socit6
nationale de ce pays (qui prend alors h sa charge les frais d'organisation et
d'interpr~tation). Dans la longue pratique du CICR, le recours h ces experts a
W l'un des plus constants et I'un des plus r6guliers.

43. En principe, l'expert de la Soci6t6 nationale n'est pas le porte-parole
officiel de cette derriire et ne l'engage pas par ses d6clarations. Nanmoins,
la reunion a d'autant plus de valeur que l'on peut partir de la pr~somption que
les experts d616gu6s ont eu l'occasion de se preparer dans leur pays. sur la base
d'avis recueillis non seulement au sein de leur socit nationale, mais aussi
aupr~s d'autres personnalit~s prives ou gouvernementales.

44. Ainsi, les travaux pr~paratoires des Protocoles additionnels de 1977
ont W marques par deux Conferences d'experts de Socits nationales de la
Croix-Rouge : l'une h La Haye en 1971 (1-6 mars), qui a group& 70 experts
provenant de 34 Socits nationales, et l'autre h Vienne en 1972 (20-24 mars),
qui a group& une centaine de d61gu6s provenant de 36 Socits nationales.

45. Si les consultations de cette catgorie d'experts portent, en principe,
sur l'ensemble de ]a matibre qui fait l'objet de travaux pr~paratoires, il n'en
reste pas moins - et cela aussi en raison de la dur~e relativement brave de ces



reunions - que le CICR en attend surtout des avis autoriss sur les mati~res
int~ressant plus sp6cialement les Soci6t~s de la Croix-Rouge 13.

Les consultations d'experts gouvernementaux

46. Enfin, la troisi~me catgorie comprend les consultations d'experts
gouvernementaux. Elles aussi ont &t. constantes dans la pratique du CICR,
mais ont pris un d~veloppement particulier dans les travaux pr~paratoires
ayant menE aux Protocoles additionnels de 1977. Ce ne sont en effet pas
moins de neuf reunions d'experts gouvernementaux que le CICR a convoqu~es
et organis~es au cours de ces travaux.

47. Deux ont un caract~re 6tendu ou m~me tout h fait g~n~ral, portant
sur l'ensemble de la matibre h traiter : celle de 1971 (Genbve, 24 mai-12 juin)
qui a group6 200 experts provenant de 41 Etats14, et celle de 1972 (Gen~ve,
3 mai-3 juin) h laquelle ont particip 400 experts provenant de 77 Etats. Alors
que la Conference de 1971 avait At limit6e 4 une quarantaine de gouverne-
ments en tenant compte de l'int6rdt actif qu'ils avaient port& jusqu'alors aux
efforts de la Croix-Rouge dans le domaine consid6r&, ainsi qu'hi la n6cessit6
d'une repr6sentation des principaux syst~mes juridiques et sociaux du monde,
l'invitation pour la Conference de 1972 fut tendue h tous les Etats parties aux
Conventions de Genbve, conformnment h un voeu exprim6 par les experts
r~unis en 1971. Bien qu'on ait officiellement par1& en 1972 de la "deuxi~me
session" de la Conference d'experts gouvernementaux, il est permis de
consid~rer, du point de vue de la preparation matriele et intellectuelle
demand~e au CICR, qu'il s'agissait lh de deux conferences distinctes.

48. Quant aux 7 autres r6unions d'experts gouvernementaux, elles ont
&t& de caractbre beaucoup plus limit6 dans leur composition et dans les objets
examines. Elles ont permis notamment d'approfondir certains problmes qui
n'avaient pas W trait6s de fa~on suffisante ou qui n'avaient pas r~uni
l'unanimit souhaitable lors des conferences plus g6n6rales de 1971 et 1972.
Cinq de ces reunions ont eu lieu en 1973 et quatre ont port6 sur des objets
limit~s et parfois techniques. I s'agit des reunions d'experts :

- Sur le signe distinctif international de la protection civile (Genbve, 22-
26 janvier 1973);

- En droit p6nal (Gen~ve, 29 janvier et Icr f~vrier 1973);
- En mati~re de signalisation et d'identification des moyens de transport

sanitaires, maritimes et terrestres (Gen~ve, 5-8 f6vrier);
- Sur les armes de nature h causer des maux superflus ou h frapper sans

discrimination (Genbve, 26 f6vrier-2 mars et 12-15- juin15).
49. C'est le plus souvent l'int6rdt particulier que certains Etats avaient

port6 h la mati~re trait~e ou la competence sp6ciale de leurs experts en ces
mati~res qui ont facilit6 au CICR le choix des quelques gouvemements,
chaque fois diff6rents, invites h d616guer des experts h ces reunions. Ces
dernires, h 'exception de celle sur les armes, n'ont pas fait l'objet de rapports
particuliers et leurs r~sultats se sont traduits dans les projets de disposition
sugg~r~s par les experts ei qui ont W incorpor~s dans les projets que le CICR
a pr~sent~s h la Conference diplomatique.

50. Plus importante a W la cinquibme consultation, h savoir le groupe
consultatif d'experts gouvernementaux que le CICR a r~uni h deux reprises
(15-19 janvier et 5-9 mars 1973); il a passe en revue, pour 'essentiel,



l'ensemble de la mati~re que le CICR allait soumettre l'ann~e suivante h ]a
Conference diplomatique. Pour determiner la composition de ce groupe, ques-
tion assez drlicate, le CICR a suivi un critre assez original et ing~nieux en
s'adressant :

a) Aux gouvernements dont les experts avaient occup6 des postes
officiels; h la Conference d'experts de 1972;

b) Aux cinq membres permanents du Conseil de skcurit6 des Nations
Unies (pour autant que leurs experts ne figuraient pas d~jh dans la premiere
catrgorie); et

c) A Ia Suisse, Etat drpositaire des Conventions de Geneve.
51. Enfin, dans l'intervalle des sessions de la Conference diplomatique, le

CICR a rruni en 1974 (Lucerne, 24 septembre-17 octobre) et en 1976
(Lugano, 28 janvier-26 frvrier) deux reunions d'experts gouvernementaux sur
l'emploi de certaines armes conventionnelles (lh aussi, bien qu'on ait parlI
d'une seconde session pour celle de 1976, il s'agissait, quant h 'organisation et
h la preparation, de deux reunions distinctes). Quoique ces deux reunions se
soient drroulres apr~s le debut de la Conference diplomatique, elles peuvent
dtre rangres dans les travaux prrparatoires confirs au CICR, ayant 6t6
demandres par la Conference d'experts gouvernementaux de 1972 (cf. p. 16,
note 1).

52. Ainsi, alors que les travaux prrparatoires men~s par le CICR avant
la seconde guerre mondiale entrainaient en moyenne de deux h cinq consulta-
tions d'experts et que la Conference diplomatique de 1949 a 6t6 prc de de
six consultations de ce genre (trois d'experts privrs, deux d'experts de la
Croix-Rouge en 1946 et 1948 et une d'experts gouvernementaux en 1947),
l'laboration des Protocoles additionnels de 1977 a amen6 le CICR h organiser
plus d'une quinzaine de consultations d'experts des diffrrentes categories
mentionnres ci-dessus. Cette augmentation du nombre des consultations est
rrvrlatrice de la complexit& et de la difficult6 de la matidre trait~e, compte
tenu 6galement de l'Mlargissement de la communaut6 internationale, par rap-
port h l'laboration des conventions ant~rieures.

ii) Procddures des consultations d'experts notamment gouvernementaux

53. Toutes les reunions d'experts gouvernementaux que nous avons
d~crites plus haut se caract~risent par leur grande souplesse, par la nature
privre de leurs drbats, par leur caract~re purement consultatif qui n'engage
pas les gouvernements comme tels ni n'oblige le CICR h suivre nrcessairement
les avis recueillis en vue des projets qu'il Iabore. Tout est pr~vu pour permet-
tre une discussion aussi libre que possible, exempte de toute propagande poli-
tique, de toute manifestation toume vers l'opinion publique. Il suffit h cet
6gard de citer quelques dispositions du r~glement int~rieur de la Conference
d'experts gouvemementaux de 1971 dont les dispositions se retrouvent sem-
blables ou identiques pour toutes les autres conferences d'experts gouverne-
mentaux.

54. Ainsi, selon l'article 6 "Les experts s'expriment h titre personnel: ils
n'engagent pas le gouvernement qui les a drsignrs. La Conference ne prend
aucune drcision, rrsolution ou recommandation. Elle ne procde pas h des
votes. Cependant, lorsque des avis divergent sur un point, un vote pourra 6tre
pris h titre purement indicatif."



Selon l'article 3 "Les s6anices et travaux de la Conffrence ne sont pas
publics et aucun observateur 'est admis. Des renseignemeints sur la progres-
sion des travaux seront r6guli~rement donn6s h la presse."

Selon 'article 10 "Le CICR se propose d'6tablir, h la suite de la
Conference, un rapport analytique complet." Ces iapports sont non seulement
analytiques mais ils ont aussi un caract~re impersonnel. Seuls sont
personnalis~es les propositions pr6sent6es par les d6l gations d'experts gouver-
nementaux.

Enfin, selon l'article 11 "Tous les cas non vis6s par le pr~gent R~glement
seront rgl6s en s'inspirant des Statuts de la Croix-Rouge intematibnale et du
R~glement de la Conffrence internationale de la Croix-Rouge, ainsi que des
usages parlementaires g6nfralement admis." Cette disposition a une impor-
tance particulire, puisque les Statuts de la Croix-Rouge internationale
pr~voient express6ment (article II, chiffre 5) qu'elle ne peut s'occuper de ques-
tions d'ordre politique ni servir de tribune pour les debats d caractere politique.

iii) Prdparaflon et rapports des consultatiotis d'experts

55. Les cohsuliations et reunions d'experts organises jar le CICR,
quelle que soit la cat~gorie doit elles relvent, dht W r6gulirement pr~e6dees
de l'envoi aux personnes consultes d'une documentation idoine, parfois tr~s
6tendue et contenant le plus sbuvent des qtiestibns pr~cises, qui constituaient,
en quelque sorte, l'ordre du jour detaill de la consultation.

56. Quant aux r6sultats et conclusions des consultations d'experts, ils ont
pris trois formes. Le plus souvent, ces consultations ont fait l'objet de rapports,
parfois tr~s 6tendus, 6tablis par les services diu CICR, sous uine forme imper-
sonnelle, analytique ou synthtique. Le CICR a ehvoy& ces rappotIs non
seulement aux personnes ou organes ayant pris part 4 la consultation, mais
aussi gnfnralement h toutes les Socits nationales de Ia Croix-Rouge ou
mdme h tous les gouvernements des Etats lies par les Conventi6hs de Gen~ve,
quand le document 6tait destin6 h une Conf6rence internationale de la Croix-
Rouge.

Ainsi, par 1'entremise du mouvement de la Croix-Rouge, les resultats de
ces consultations d'experts oint-ils connu, dans la rfgle, une tr4S large diffusion.
En effet, les Socit6s nationales ont l'habitude de communiquer les documents
de ce genre aux minist~res int~ress~s de leur pays.

57. Dans quelques rares cas, cependant, et s'agissant de r6uni6ns de la
premiere catgorie (experts priv~s), le CICR n'a rien publi des avis recuellis
auprs des experts, estimant qu'ils lui taient surtout utiles pour dterminer h
titre interne certaines options fondamentales16.

58. Enfin, dans quelques cas, les conclusions des experts n'ont pas fait
l'objet d'un rapport distinct, mais le CICR les a utilis~es dans la preparation
d'un projet de convention, en y faisant parfois express6ment r6f&rence dans le
commentaire accompagnant le projet.

b) L 'organisation des travaux au sein du CICR

59. Une riette distinction peut dtre faite entre l'61aboration des Conven-
tions de Gen~ve antrieures h la seconde guerre mondiale et celle des conven-
tions qui a suivi 1945.



i) Jusqu'en 1945

60. Jusqu'alors, le CICR a r~guli~rement constitu6, en son sein, des
tommissions comprdnant un nombre restreint de membres (en g6n6ral jusqu'I
cinq), la plupart appartenant au Comit lui-mdme, et charg& chacune d'elles
de l'6laboratioh d'un projet de convention distinct, quand deux ou trois con-
ventions 6taient simultan~ment en preparation. Le plus souvent, la preparation
mdme de l'ensemble du projet incombait finalement h un membre de la Com-
mission. Tout en restant sous l'autorit6 de la Commission et, en dernier res-
sort, du CICR, l'61aboration avait donc un caractbre en partie individuel et
personnel, au niveau du Comit6 lui-mdme.

ii) Aprds 1945

61. En raison de l'ampleur de lI tdche h accomplir, l'6laboration a pris
un caract~re 4 la fois plus diversifi6 et plus collectif. Le CICR a cr&6, au sein
de son secretariat, une Division jitridique qui a compris jusqu'h une dizaine de
personnes. Cette division s'est charg~e non seulement de la preparation intel-
lectuelle et parfois administrative des nombreuses consultations d'experts, mais
aussi et surtout de l'tude des questions de fond, du rassemblement des
matires s'y rapportant et de l'd1aboration des avant-projets de texte-chaque
niembre de la Division s'attachant plus spcialement h un domairie particulier
de la mati~re h r~glementer.

62. Eri outre, le CICR a cr6, en son sein, une Commission juridique
chatg~e d'animer et de superviser l'ensemble des travaux. Compos~e h la fois
de membres du CICR et de collaborateurs sup~rieurs de son secretariat
(notamment de la Division juridique), la Commission (10 4 15 personnes) s'est
r~unie aussi souvent que ncessaire, en g~nfral trois h cinq fois par an17.

63. Bien entendu, il a toujours incomb6 au CICR lui-mdme de se pro-
rioncer en dernier tessort sur les textes et propositions qu'il a destines ,h des
r6unions officielles (reunion d'experts gouvernementaux, conference diploma-
tique). Mais, dans la pratique, le CICR a do, forc~ment en raison de ses nom-
breuses tdches (dont l'action humanitaire sur le terrain), se prononcer princi-
palement sur les options fondamentales de ces projets et propositions.

5. La preparation des projets de convention

64. Ind~pendamment des cas qui ont vu les Conferences internationales
d la Croix-Rouge prendre elles-mdmes l'initiative d'6tablir des projets de con-
vention, l'61aboration mme de ces derniers par le CICR s'est d6roul~e en trois
phases.

65. Dans la premidre phase, sur la base de ses 6tudes pr~Iiminaires, le
CICR va soumettre aux experts consuIt~s des ides et des propositions non
encdte rdig6es soils forme de dispositions conventionnelles (par exemple,
pour la r6union d'experts de la Croix-Rouge de 1946 ou celle d'experts privs
de 1969).

66. La seconde phase est marquee par la presentation aux experts gouver-
nementaux, dans une documentation appropri6e, des diff~rents problmes h
traiter, la description de chacun d'eux dtant suivie de propositions rddigdes sos
fortne de dispositions conventionnelles. Parfois, une partie seulement des
problmes pr~sefit6s sont suivis de telles dispositions, les autres paraissant trop



difficiles pour permettre au CICR d'avancer d6jh des propositions sous cette
forme. (Citons h titre d'exemple la documentation pr~sente aux experts
gouvernementaux r6unis en 1947 en vue des Conventions de Gen ve de 1949,
ou en 1971 en vue des Protocoles additionnels de 1977.)

67. Cette deuxi~me phase prendra une tournure encore plus pouss6e
pour la Conference d'experts gouvernementaux de 1972, h laquelle le CICR a
soumis, accompagn6s de commentaires, deux projets complets de Protocoles
additionnels aux Conventions de Gen~ve, seules certaines dispositions restant
en blanc.

68. Les experts gouvernementaux vont eux-mmes, dans certains
domaines, transformer les propositions du CICR en un projet de
r~glementations complet quant aux r~gles de fond. (II en est ainsi de la protec-
tion des personnes civiles, en 1947, ou de celle des bless6s et malades, en
1971.)

69. Enfin, dans la troisidme phase, le CICR va 6tablir, h l'intention de la
Conference internationale de la Croix-Rouge, des projets de convention
entirement r6dig6s, en y incluant les dispositions finales (entr6e en vigueur,
ratification, etc.). Ces projets sont toujours accompagn~s de commentaires, par-
fois d6velopp6s, qui se r~ferent aux travaux ant6rieurs.

70. Quels qu'aient W l'autorit6 et le poids des projets partiels issus des
reunions d'experts, gouvernementaux notamment, et tout en leur accordant
l'importance qu'ils mritaient, le CICR a toujours consider6 qu'il restait libre
dans le choix des solutions d6finitives h retenir en 6tablissant les projets de
convention destin6s h la Conf6rence internationale de la Croix-Rouge.

71. Une quatridme phase, ne d6pendant plus alors du CICR et inter-
venant avant la Conference diplomatique, est marquee par les modifications
que la Conference internationale de la Croix-Rouge apporte dventuellement aux
projets du CICR. Ainsi, celle de 1948 (XVII e Conference, Stockholm) a, en
crrant plusieurs sous-commissions, examin6 de fagon approfondie les projets
du Comit6 et y a apport6 une s6rie d'amendements. Ce sont les projets de con-
vention issus de cette Confdrence internationale de la Croix-Rouge qui ont servi
de texte officiel de base d la Confdrence diplomatique de 194918.

72. Si l'on considre enfin les ddlais &coul6s entre l'initiative des travaux
pr~paratoires, dans sa source formelle, et l'adoption du projet d6finitif, ayant
servi de texte de base h la Conf6rence diplomatique, ils sont de trois ans et
demi pour les Conventions de Gen~ve de 1949 (memorandum du CICR de
favrier 1945 - Conference de Stockholm de 1948) et de quatre ans pour les
Protocoles additionnels de 1977 [r~solution de la XXIe Conf6rence interna-
tionale de la Croix-Rouge (septembre 1969) - adoption du projet par la XXIIe
Conference internationale (Th6ran, octobre 1973)].

NOTES

I Documentation prliminaire pour la revision et 1' tablissement des conventions
ayant trait h la Croix-Rouge, memorandum adress par le CICR aux gouvernements des
Etats parties h la Convention de Genbve et aux Socits nationales de la Croix-Rouge,
Rerue internationale de la Croix-Rouge, no 314, fevrier 1945.



2 11 rest maintenant indirectement et partiellement, en vertu de l'article 97 du Proto-
cole additionnel no I, qui pr~voit en substance que l'Etat d~positaire se prononcera sur
l'opportunit6 d'une conference charg~e d'examiner les amendements au Protocole soumis
par des Etats, apr~s avoir consult6 les hautes parties contractantes et le CICR.

3 Compte rendu des seances pl~ni~res initiales, seconde session de la Confercnce
d'experts gouvemementaux sur la reaffirmation et le d6veloppement du droit interna-
tional humanitaire applicable dans les conflits arms, Rapport sur les travaux de la
Conference, volume 1, Gen ve, juillet 1972, p. 27.

4 Rapport prcit , p. 29 h 34.
5 Rapport pr~liminaire sur les Consultations d'experts concemant les conflits non

internationaux et la guerilla. Gen~ve, juillet 1970.
6 Citons h titre d'exemple :
- La resolution 2852 (XXVI) adopt~e par I'Assembl~e g~nrale au cours de sa

vingt-sixi~me session (21 septembre-22 dcembre 1971) et intitul~e "Respect des droits de
l'honme en priode de conflit arm, p. 95 et 96, chiffre 3, alin6a a

ou
- La resolution 3102 (XXVIII) adopt~e par l'Assembl~e g~n6rale au cours de sa

vingt-huiti~me session (18 septembre-18 d&cembre 1973) et portant le m6me titre que la
resolution pr&cit~e, p. 151 et 152, chiffre 1.

7 Rapport pr~sent& par le CICR 4 la XXIe Conference intemationale de la Croix-
Rouge (Istanbul, 1969) et intitul6 "Reaffirmation et daveloppement des lois et coutumes
applicables dans les conflits arm~s", p. 8, chiffre 1.

8 Conference d'experts gouvemementaux sur la reaffirmation et le d6veloppement
du droit international humanitaire applicable dans les conflits arm~s. Rapport sur les tra-
vaux de Ia Conference, vol. 1, Gen ve, juillet 1972, p. 206, proposition CE/SPF/2,
paragraphe 5.11.

9Suite h donner aux travaux sur I'interdiction ou la limitation de l'emploi de cer-
taines armes conventionnelles, Protocoles additionnels aux Conventions de Gen~ve de
1949, p. 120 h 122.

I0Rapport pr~sent6 par le CICR h la XXIe Conference intemationale de la Croix-
Rouge (Istanbul, 1969) et intitul "Reaffirmation et d6veloppement des lois et coutumes
applicables dans les conflits arm~s", p. 17 et 18.

1"Ont particip6 : g~n&ral A. Beaufre (Paris), Dr M. Belaouane, president du
Croissant-Rouge alg~rien (Alger), A. Buchan, directeur de l'Institute for Strategic Studies
(Londres), g~n~ral E. L. M. Bums (Ottawa-Genbve), Pr B. Graefrath [Berlin (DDR)],
ambassadeur E. Hambro (Oslo-New York), Pr R. Hingorani (Patna), juge Keba M'Baye
(Dakar), ambassadeur L. E. Makonnen (Addis-Abeba - New York), g~n~ral A. E. Mar-
tola (Helsinki-Nicosie), s~nateur A. Matine-Daftari (Th~ran), S. McBride, secr~taire
g~n~ral de la Commission internationale de juristes (Dublin-Gen~ve), Pr S. Meray
(Ankara), Pr J. Patmogic (Belgrade), Pr B. Roeling (Groningue), Marc Schreiber, direc-
teur de Ia Division des droits de l'homme (ONU, New York), Pr R. Taoka (Kyoto),
baron C. F. von Weizsaecker (Hambourg).

En outre, trois personnalit~s ont fait part de leurs avis au CICR, soit par
6crit, soit au cours d'entretiens ult~rieurs : juge Ch. Cole (Freetown, Sierra
Leone), E. Garcia-Sayan, president de la Croix-Rouge p~ruvienne (Lima),
Pr N. Singh (New Delhi).

Rapport pr~sent6 par le CICR h la XXIe Conference internationale (voir
note prfc~dente), p. 26 et 27.

12Rapport d'activit6 du CICR de 1970, p. 100 h 103.
1
3 Ainsi, h propos de la Conference pr~liminaire des Soci&t:s de la Croix-Rouge

r~unies en 1946, le CICR disait, dans les projets de convention prepares en vue de la
Conference diplomatique de 1949 : "Ayant recueilli les suggestions nombreuses et impor-
tantes des Soci&6ts nationales sur les mati~res qui sont particuli~rement de leur
competence, le CICR approfondit ses 6tudes .. ." [Projets de conventions r~vis~es ou



nouvelles troftgeant les victimes de la guerre, pr~sent~s h Ia XVIIe C6nfrence intema-
tionale de la Croix-Rouge (Stockholm, aocit 1948), Genbve, mai 1948, p. 2, paragra-
phet 4,1

14 "Conf~rence d'experts gouvernementaux sur Ia r affirmation et le d~veloppement
du droit interntional humanitaire applicable dans les conflits arms". Rapports de la
Coierence de 17i publi6 en aofit 1971 et de celle de i972 publi6 en juillet 1972.

15 Rapport d'activit6 dli CiCIk en 1973, p. 70, 71 et 75.
1611 en a t& ainsi de la reunion de personnalit~s organis~e au CICR en 1961. Apr~s

le peu d' ch6 rencontr auprbs des gotivememnts par son projet de rbgles de 1956 relatif
h la protebtion des populations civiles, le CICR a &6 incite par cette reunion h se limiier
au rappel de quelques irincipes fondamentaux qu'il a proposes avec succs h
I'approbation de la XXe Confarence intemationale de la Croix-Rouge (Vienne, 1965).

17Depuis 1945, elle a et pr~side successivement par MM. Leopold Boissie,
pr~siilent du CICR de 1955 k 1964, dec~de, Fr~d~ric Siordet, ancien vice-pr sident, et
Jean Pictet, vice-pr6sident du CICR.

18 En revanche, c'est le projet etabli par le CICR pour la XXIIe Conference intema-
tionale de la Croix-Rouge (Th6ari, 1973) qui a servi de base h la Conference diplomia-
ique de 1974-1977, les rdriiarques faites h T hian ayant &6 communiqu~es sdpardment

p~i" le Gouvemement suise ahx participants h Ia Cbnfererice diplomxitique de 1974 h
1977.

M. OFFICE CENTRAL DES TRANSPORTS INTERNATIONAUX
PAR CHEMINS 15E FER (OCTI)

1. L'Office cehtral des transports iniemationaux par chemins de fer
(OCTI), est 'organe permanent de l'uniori des Etats membres de la Conven-
tion CIM (Convention internationiale conceinant lb transport des marchandis8
pat chemins de fer, du 7 f6vrier 1970) et de la Cbnvention CIV (Cotlvention
iriternationale concemant le transport deg voyageirs ei des bdgages par cie-
jriins de fer, du 7 f6vrier 1970), ainsi cjixe de la Cdnventiorl additionndle t la
CIV du 7 f6vrier 1970 relative k la responsabilit6 du chemin de fer pour la
mort et les blessures des voyageurs (sfgtie le 26 f6vrier 1966 et amend6e par
les Protocoles du 22 octobre 1971 et du 9 novembre 1973).

2. La premibre "Convention interniationale sur le transport de marchan-
dises par chemins de fer" du 14 octobre 1890, 'devaricibre de la CIM, a W
conclue par 10 Etats eurbp~eng; le texte de cette Conventioh a 61 61abor6 par
trois conferences internationales, convoqti6es par la Suisse sur l'initiative de
deux avocats suisses. Le projet mis au point par cds trois conf6rerices a W
entrin6 par une conf6rence diplomatique; le texte adopt6 lors de cette
conference a W soumis h la ratification des Etats signataires. Cette Conven-
tion a W rvis~e h deux teprises avant la premibre guerre mohdiale. Aptks
cette guerre, la toisibme Conf6rence de r6visi6n (1923) a 61abor6, sur
l'initiative de certains Etats cOntractants, une nouvelle Convention, dont le
texte a &t signs lors d'une conf6rence diplomatique (1924) convoque h cet
effet par la Suisse. Lors des Conferences de trvision successives (1933, 1952,
1961 et 1970), une nouvelle Convention CIM a 6 chaque fois 61abor6e et
sign~e; elle a W toujours soumiise h la ratification. Le fondement de cette
procedure se trouve dans les dispositioris de la Convention eUe-mdme; il
s'agissait par consequent du renouvellement de la Convention originale plut6t
que de la creation d'une nouelle convention. Ajoutons que les quatre



derni~res revisions bnt W pr~pires par des commissions pr~liminaires,
pr~vues dans la Convention elle-mdme et convoqu~es par I'OCTI.

3. La Convention CIV a W 6labor~e par la troisi~me Conference de
revision, sur la base d'un projet pr~par6 par la Suisse; l'initiative d'une telle
Convention a W prise par un autre Etat contractant lors d'une conference de
revision de la CIM, tenue avant la premiere guerre mondiale. Lors des
revisions ult~rieuie§, la CIV a W renouvele de la mdme mani~re que la CIM.

4. L'id6e de la creation d'une Convention additionnelle h la CIV a 6t6
lance lors de la cihqui~me Conference de rvision (1952); celle-ci a donne
mahdat h I'OCTI d'examiner de plus pros la question, de la rxglementation
uniforme de la responsabilit6 du chemin de fer pour la mort et les blessures de
voyageurs, question qui n'avalt pas 6te reglre dans le cadre de la CIV. Les tra-
vaux prrparatoires ont 6te ek cutrs par I'OCTI et par une s~rie de sessions
d'une commission d'experts convoqure par I'OCTI. Une commission
pr~liminaire de la sixi~me Conference de revision s'est 6galement occupre de
cette question. Le projet de la Convention additionnelle h la CIV relative h la
tesponsabilite du chemin de fer pour la mort et les blessures de voyageurs a
6 entrrin6 par une conference diplomatique en 1966; le texte sign6 a 6t6

soumis hi la ratification.

5. Eh rgumE, on peiit dire qiue l'initiative de creer de nouvelles conven-
tions a W toujours prist alt sein dd l'organe comptent pour la r~vliton de la
premiere Convention (CIM) [Conference de revision]; les projets 61abor~s par
un Etat membre ou par I'OCTI ont W mis au point par une conference de
r6visiori bu par des commissions preliminaires.

Le projet d~finitif d'une nouvelle Convention a 6t6 ent~rine par une
conference de revision ou par une conference diplomatique sp~ciale. Les
nouvelles conventions ont 6te toujours soumises h la ratification.

6. La 8e Coiferdnce de revisiori des Conventions CIM et CIV a adopt6,
le 9 mhi 1980, une nouvelle Convention intitule "Convention relative aux
transports irternationaux ferroviaires (COTIF)"; elle a 6te sign~e par tous les
Etats contractants des Conventions CIM et CIV de 1970. La COTIF rempla-
cera, apr~s hitification et naise en vigueur, les CorlVentions CIM et CIV ainsi
que la Convention additionnelle h la CIV de 1966. Selon les termes de la
Convention COTIF; l'Union des Etats membres des Conventions CIM et CIV
sera remplac~e par une nouvelle organisation formelle qui s'appellera "Organi-
satiori intergouvernementale pour les transports internationaux ferroviaires
(OTIF)", I'OCTI fonctionnera 6galement comme secretariat de cette organisa-
tiori. Coiform~ment h la COTIF, le r6le de la Conference de revision et
d'autres conferences diplomatiques convoquees sur la base des Conventions
CIM et CIV sera transfr h l'Assembl~e g~n~rale de I'OTIF, convoqu~e
p~riodiqueiherit par I'OCTI. En cas de besoin, 'nitiative de crier une
nouvelle convention pourra donc dtre prise au sein de cet organe. Les travaux
pr~paiatoires devront alors dtre effectu&s par la Commission de revision pr~vue
6galemhent par la COTIF.

7. Eu 6gatd h nos experiences acqulses h l'occasion des conferences
diplomaticlues tenues apr~s la seconde guerre m6ndiale au sein de hotre orda-
nisation et hotammerit A la 8e Conference de revision des Conventions CIM et
CIV, nous nous permettons de vous presenter les observations ci-apr~s :



a) I1 nous semble opportun d'arriver, dans la phase pr6paratoire, h des
textes aussi avanc6s que possible. I1 nous paraft plus utile de prolonger la
phase des travaux pr~paratoires, plut6t que de soumettre un projet de texte
fort contest6 h une conference diplomatique. C'est ainsi que la Conference de
rivision de 1980 a pu accomplir sa tdche en 8 jours ouvrables et qu'1 la s6ance
de cl6ture de cette conf6rence la nouvelle convention COTIF a pu 6tre sign6e
par la plus grande majorit6 des Etats ayant particip6 h la conf6rence.

b) Au cours de toute la procedure d'61aboration, de la nouvelle conven-
tion, les Etats ont appr6ci6 les contributions actives du secretariat. En effet, au
cours de la 8e r6vision des Conventions CIM et CIV, I'OCTI a pr~par , h
rintention de diff6rents organes de r6vision, de nombreux rapports
circonstanci~s contenant 6galement des suggestions de textes. Ajoutons h ce
propos que la participation des organisations internationales (gouvernemen-
tales et non-gouvernementales) aux d6lib~rations avec voix consultative s'est
6galement av6r~e tr~s utile au sein de nos r6unions.

c) A notre avis, il est desirable d'6tablir un r~glement de d6lib6rations
module. En 61aborant un projet de r~glement de d6lib~ration h l'intention de la
8e Conf6rence de r6vision des Conventions CIM et CIV, I'OCTI a W heureux
de pouvoir s'inspirer des rfglements de d6lib6rations appliqu6s dans les
rtcentes conf6rences diplomatiques convoqu6es par I'ONU.

d) En ce qui concerne la documentation relative aux travaux
d'6laboration d'une convention, la publication d'une telle documentation nous
paraft tr~s utile. D'une part, elle peut contribuer h r6soudre les questions
d'interpr6tation, d'autre part, elle peut fournir des pr6cieuses informations
pour des travaux ult6rieurs ayant pour but de d~velopper les textes d6jh en
vigueur. Cette documentation devrait 6galement contenir, dans la mesure du
possible, les proc~s-verbaux ou les comptes rendus 6tablis sur les travaux
pr~paratoires.

e) Selon la pratique moderne, une convention multilat~rale entre en
g6n~ral automatiquement en vigueur ds qu'un nombre d6termin de
ratifications est atteint. Dans le domaine de nos Conventions qui ont pour but
de crier et de d6velopper un regime de droit uniforme, la proc6dure d'une
mise en vigueur par une conf6rence diplomatique, qui est convoqu6e ds
qu'un certain nombre d'Etats ont ratifi6 la convention, s'est avfrte utile meme
de nos jours.

On peut s'imaginer que, dans certains cas spcifiques, une telle procedure
favorise la ratification ou acceptation et ult~rieurement l'application d'une con-
vention internationale.

f) La 3e Conference de r6vision des Conventions CIM et CIV
(1923/1924) avait djh 6tabli une procedure de revision simplifie qui permet-
tait d'adapter une annexe technique de la CIM, le R~glement international
concernant le transport des marchandises dangereuses par chemins de fer
(RID). Cette procedure a fait et fait encore ses preuves; elle a servi de module
h une procedure semblable permettant de modifier de mani~re simplifi~e deux
autres annexes de Ia CIM: le R glement international concernant le transport
de wagons de particuliers (RIP) et le R~glement international concernant le
transport de conteneurs (RICo), ainsi que plusieurs dispositions dans le corps
meme des Conventions CIM et CIV. Les dcisions de modifications entrent en



vigueur pour tous les Etats membres, sauf opposition de cinq Etats dans un
d61ai fix6 par les Conventions. La 8e Conference de r6vision, dont est issue la
Convention relative aux transports internationaux ferroviaires du 9 mai 1980, a
adapt la proc6dure de r6vision aux dispositions institutionnelles modifites, et
elle a 61argi les possibilit6s de la proc6dure de r6vision simplifite.

Forts de nos exp6riences, nous sommes persuad6s que, dans certains
domaines appropri6s, des proc6dures de r6vision simplifi6es seront h mdme de
favoriser considrablement le d6veloppement des trait~s multilat6raux.

N. ORGANIZATION FOR THE PROHIBITION OF THE USE OF NUCLEAR WEAPONS

IN LATIN AMERICA (OPANAL) 1

1. In regard to the special characteristics of the process of elaborating
the Treaty, reference is made to the following: 2

"The Treaty of Tlatelolco is a multilateral treaty which evolved from
a process of elaboration completed during the period 1964 to 1967
through a series of international meetings of Latin American States, in
accordance with the purpose set forth in the Joint Declaration of the
Presidents of Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Ecuador and Mexico on 29 April
1963.

3

"The first was the preliminary meeting of the denuclearization of
Latin America (23-27 November 1964), convened at the invitation of
Mexico, while the second and subsequent meetings of the Preparatory
Commission for the Denuclearization of Latin America were convened in
accordance with a decision of the Preliminary Meeting. This process was
completed by a group of Latin American States, varying in number at the
different stages as the establishment of the Preparatory Commission by the
Preliminary Meeting was based on the participation of the 17 American
Republics which attended the Meeting and those which acceded later
(resolution 2). At the beginning of the process, this group of Latin Ameri-
can States did not constitute an international organization. On the con-
trary, it was as the result of its action in elaborating a treaty that the
Agency-OPANAL-was created. Accordingly, the Treaty of Tlatelolco is
not a multilateral treaty prepared in accordance with a process established
within a pre-existing international organization. Nevertheless, it should be
pointed out that the United Nations was fundamentally linked to this pro-
cess. General Assembly resolution 1911 (XVIII) of 27 November 1963,
paragraph 2, by expressing 'the hope that the States of Latin America will
initiate studies, as they deem appropriate, in the light of the principles of
the Charter of the United Nations and of regional agreements and by the
means and through the channels which they deem suitable, concerning the
measures that should be agreed upon with a view to achieving the aims of
the said declaration' (the reference was to the declaration of Heads of
State of five Latin American Republics, dated 29 April 1963), provided
the international impetus which set off the process and established the
general framework within which it was to be accomplished. General
Assembly resolution 2286 (XXII) of 5 December 1967 welcomed with spe-
cial satisfaction the Treaty for the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons in
Latin America (paragraph 1) and, in paragraphs 3 and 4, recommended



that States should ratify the Treaty and its Additional Protocols I and II
as soon as possible.

"This tangential and atypical manner of creating, or rather, of pro-
moting the creation of international law by the United Nations, falls out-
side the areas of study generally covered by doctrine in the analysis of the
work of the United Nations in that field 4 and it should therefore be
stressed that the process followed in drafting the Treaty of Tlatelolco is a
very interesting supplement to the traditional methods of elaborating mul-
tilateral treaties." 5

2. The Treaty of tlatelolco was elaborated between 1964 and 1967.
Together with its two additional Protocols, it was opened for signature on 14
February 1967. It entered into force on 25 April 1969.

3. The Agency elaborated the Convention on Privileges and Immunities
of OPANAL. The draft was prepared by the secretariat in accordarice with the
relevant provisions of the Treaty.6 It was adopted by the General Conference
in resolution 9 (I) of 8 August 1969 and was opened for signature and
ratification by States parties to the Treaty, members of OPANAL.

4. Article 9, paragraph 2 (g) of the Treaty of Tiatelolco regarding the
competence of the General Conference, provides that it "shall be the organ
competent to authorize the conclusion of agreements with Governments and
other international organiiations and bodies". Pursuant to this provision, the
General Conference authorized the conclusion and adoption of the Convention
oh privileges and immunities which is a multilateral treaty.

5. As the matter is not within our competence, no reference has been
made to bilateral agreements, Headquarters Agreement with the Government
of Mexico and Co-operation Agrdement with IAEA.

NOTES

I Original in Spanish; this is an unofficial translation.
2From H. G. Espiell, "El Derecho de los Tratados y el Tratado de Tiatelolco",

OPANAL, Mexico, 1974, pp. 11-12,3The history of this process is described in the following works of Alfonso Garcia
Robles: "La Desnuclearizacidn de la Amdrica Latina", Carnegie Endowment for Interna-
tional Peace, New York 1967; "El Tratado de Tiatelolco", Mexico 1967; "Mxico en las
Naclones Unidas", 2 volumes, Mexico, 1970; "Mesures de Ddsarmement dans des zones
particulidres: Le traitd visant l'interdiction des annes nucidaires en Amdrique Latine",
Academie de Droit International, Recueil des Cours, Vol. I, 1971. The official documen-
tation was published in nine voluies by the Ministry of External Relations 1964-1967;
"La Proscripcidn de las Armas Nucleares en la Amdrica Latina", El Colegio Nacional, Mex-
ico, 1975.

41From H. G. Espiell, "El Derecho de los Tratados y el Tratado de Tlatelolco",
OPANAL, Mexico, 1974, pp. 11-12.

5 Jorge Castafieda, "La Creacidn de Derecho Internacional por las Naciones Unidas,
Foro InternacionaP, Vol. IX, No. 2, Mexico, 1970, Manfred Lachs, "La Contribucidn de
las Naclones Unidas al desarrollo del Derecho Internacional', 1945-1970, Foro Internacional,
Vol. Xl, No. 2, Mexico, 1970.

6Manfred Lachs, "Le ddveloppetnent et les fonctions des traits multilatiratix",
chapters I, II and VIII, 3 Recuel des Cours, Acaddmie de Droit International, 1957, II, t.
92.



0. PERMANENT COMMISSION FOR THE SOOTH PACIFIC (CPPS)

1. History

1. CPPS is an intergovernmental organization with juridical personality
under international law, and was established by an Agreement dated 18
August 1952, signed and approved by the Governments of Chife, Ecuado" and
Peru. Recently, on 24 March 1982, Colombia became 6 member of CPPS.

2. The aim of this Organization is to ensure compliance with the pur-
poses of the so-called Santiago Declaratidn or Maritime Zone Declaration of
18 August 1952, in which the Governments of Chile, Ecuador and Peru pro-
claimed, "as a principle of their international maritime policy that each of
them possesses sole sovereignty and jurisdiction over the area of sea adjacent to
the coast of its own country and extending not less than 200 rutical miles
from the said coast", and that "their sole jurisdiction and sovereignty over the
zone thus described includes sole sovereignty and jurisdiction over the seafloor
and subsoil thereof...".

2. Structure of the Commissioh

3. CPPS has a General Secretariat which is the organ responsible for
carrying out the work and function entrusted to it.

4. Its headquarters changes in rotation and is situated for four consecu-
tive years in each of the capitals of the contracting States.

5. The headquarters is currently in Lima, Peru.
6. The General Secretariat is composed of the Setretary-General, the

Deputy Secretaries-General for Legal Afflairs, for Sciehltific Affairs and for Prb-
gramming and Administratiol, and administrative personnel. It also has three
advisory bodies: a Legal Commission, a Scientific Research Co-ordinating
Commission (COCIC) and a Programming Commission.

7. The Secretary-General is the legal representative of CPPS and he
directs the office of the General Secretariat.

8. The Deputy Secretaries-General are his immediate collaborators in
their own fields of specialization.

9. The Legal Commission is composed of the Deputy Secretary-General
for Legal Affairs and of representatives of each of the member States which
also designate alternates.

10. COCIC is composed of the Deputy Secretary-General for Scientific
Affairs, and the Technical Directors of the Fishery Research Institutes, the
Directors of Fisheries, the Directors of the technical bodies conducting naval
oceanographic research and the national representatives of university institu-
tions of each signatory State conducting research in marine sciences, all of
whom may avail themselves of the advisory services of any experts they may
wish to appoint.

11. To co-ordinate the work of CPPS and its General Secretariat there is
a regional body in each contracting State, called the National Section of CPPS.
Its function is to act as a link, for the purposes of CPPS, between the General
Secretariat and the respective Governments, or between the secretariat and



the organizations engaged in marine science studies in each of the contracting
States.

3. Operation

12. CPPS holds regular and special meetings in order to achieve the pur-
poses set forth in the Maritime Zone Declaration and ensure that the
principles and objectives in the agreements, resolutions and pacts on the South
Pacific are duly complied with and furthered.

13. Regular meetings are held every two years and the special meetings
whenever special circumstances so require.

14. States members of CPPS are represented at these meetings by an
appropriate number of delegates and they may also designate any alternates
and advisers they deem necessary.

15. Representatives of other Governments and international bodies and
institutions may also attend these meetings as observers.

16. The procedure to be followed in concluding international agreements
does not differ from the traditional system of formal ratification of treaties,
since such international agreements are subject to ratification in accordance
with the internal constitutional requirements of each contracting State.

17. Texts of agreements are adopted at so-called special conferences or
meetings for the conservation and exploitation of the maritime resources of the
South Pacific, which are attended by the respective plenipotentiaries of the
Governments of Chile, Colombia, Ecuador and Peru.

18. Five such special conferences have been held to date, the first of
them being the one which established, on 18 August 1952, the Permanent
Commission for the South Pacific.

4. Procedure for adopting resolutions

19. CPPS is authorized to adopt at its meetings resolutions which are
valid and binding on each of the signatory States from the date of their adop-
tion, except for such resolutions as are repudiated by any of those States
within 90 days, in which case the repudiated resolution or resolutions shall not
take effect in the country which objects to it so long as it maintains its objec-
tion. For the purposes of the time-limit mentioned, Governments are deemed
to have been notified as from the date of adoption of the agreement by the
very fact that their respective delegates were present. Should the representatives
of a State be absent, that State shall be notified of the agreements in writing in
the person of its accredited diplomatic representative in the country which is
the headquarters of the Commission.

20. Resolutions are instruments dealing with all questions which, because
of their content, are not subject to the internal constitutional adoption and
ratification procedures of each State.

21. As early as 1952, the States members of CPPS, desiring to make it a
dynamic organization, agreed that its resolutions would enter into force within
a very short period-90 days-the time allowed to each Party to register any
objection. Thus they avoided any complicated formal procedure that might
stand in the way of the effective operation of the Commission.



22. Similarly, notification of the Agreement, for purposes of the time-
limit, was simplified and the presence of their delegates is alone sufficient for
the Governments concerned to be deemed to be notified and for the above-
mentioned time-limit of 90 days to begin.

23. The foregoing explains the success of CPPS, which has adopted
countless resolutions enabling it to accomplish satisfactorily the purposes of the
Maritime Zone Declaration signed by the Governments of Chile, Colombia,
Ecuador and Peru.

P. THE HAGUE CONFERENCE ON PRIVATE INTERNATIONAL LAW

1. General remarks on the scope and history of the multilateral treaty- making
process within the Hague Conference on Private International Law

1. The Conference has been engaged in the preparation of multilateral
treaties in the field of private international law since its formation in 1893. The
Conference may also, following a decision taken at its Fourteenth Session
(1980), draw up recommendations or even prepare model laws.

2. The treaties prepared include those which are universal and those
which are more restricted in purpose, nature or participation.

3. The techniques and procedures which are used for elaboration of mul-
tilateral treaties are essentially the same, whether the treaty in question is
universal or more restricted.

4. Since 1951 the preparation of individual treaties has been organized in
principle on a four-year cycle. Some variance is occasionally necessary in this
cycle, but usually this is not more than one year for a particular treaty. There
also exists the possibility of an extraordinary session for preparation of a
treaty, falling out of the normal four-year cycle; such an extraordinary session
has only been employed one time to date.

5. The normal four-year cycle between plenary sessions of the Confer-
ence includes the entire process from the point where the possible preparation
of a treaty on a given subject is taken under consideration to the point where a
definitive text is adopted. However, in recent cycles the practice has developed
to undertake the preparation of feasibility studies on a possible topic as much
as a year or more before commencement of the cycle in which the treaty on
that topic is expected to be prepared.

2. The normal system for elaboration of a multilateral treaty within the
Hague Conference

(a) The stages of work
(i) The selection stage

6. This stage includes all activities undertaken within the Conference
prior to the point of making a definitive decision to prepare a treaty on the
given topic. Approximately nine months prior to the Plenary Session of the
Conference, a Special Commission meeting is held to consider the future work
to be carried on by the Conference following the upcoming plenary session.
Most suggestions for topics to be undertaken are presented by delegates of the



member States at such meetifigs. Topics may also be suggested by members 6f
the secretariat of the Hague Conference and at times suggestions are made by
other international organizations, within the framework of the Conference's
co-operation agreements with them. These are then discussed and considered
in the Special Commission meeting and a certain number of topics are
retained for further study of their feasibility. Members of the secretariat then
prepare short feasibility studies on the topics retained which are sent out to the
Member Governments in advdnce of the Plenary Session me~ting. Ai the
Plenary Session, in addition to the commissiohs charged with the preparation
of treaty texts, one commission meets to deal with questions of future work,
having before it for consideration the feasibility studies preoared by the secre-
tariat. On the basis of such siudies and the discussions held within that com-
mission, decisions are made and a list of topics for future wbrk is drawn up.
Qualifications concerning the timing of work or other conditions for pursuit of
the work may be added. These decisions, wheri adopted by the Plenary Ses-
sion of the Conference in question, are implemented by the Permanent Bureau
of the Conference, in consultation with the Netherlands Standing Government
Committee on Private International Law, which undei- the taiute of the
Conference directs the work of the Permanent Bureau. Final decisions as to
the timing of work on particular topics are then made by a Committee of
representatives of the member States, dcting on proposals Piesented by the
Permanent Bureau, usually within a year following the Plenary Session in
question. Because of the limited number of topics which niay be carried to the
conclusive point.of preparation of a treaty text under this system, sonie topics
are carried on the list from one session to the next until ultimately they are
definitively undertaken or dropped froni the list.

(ii) The research stage

7. Once a topic has been definitively undertaken with a view to the
preparation of a treaty, an individual member of the secretariat is assigned to
prepare a research study on the subject in question and to draft a question-
naire directed to member. Governments iri connection with the subject. The
nature of the research study and the questionnaire will vary depending on the
stage of development of the subject matter at ihe internajional level. By "stage
of development at the international level" we are generally referring to the
amount of basic underlying work and study %,hich has been given to the par-
ticular sorts of problems involved, in connection with earler work done by the
Hague Conference, by other international organizations or by independent
scholars or research institutions.

8. Determination of the form and content of a report and questionnaire
to be directed to the Governments of member States on a particular topic is in
the first place to be made by the responsible member of the secretariat who
has prepared drafts of these documents, following externded research which
may be pursued for as much as a year's time. The drafts in question are silb-
ject to review and consultation between that member and the Secretary-
General of the Conference. Further review may then be undertaken by the
Netherlands Standing Government Committee on Private Interhational Law,
which rday make suggestions for certain changes. The questionnaire iri particu-
lar is likely to be modified in some respects during this process, since it is
designed to elicit precise responses from the Governments of member States.



The report on the other hand is normally sent out over the name of the
member of the secretariat who has prepared it and may therefore reflect opin-
ibn which are personal to the author.

9. The nature of the reports and questionnaires varies considerably
according to the nature and stage of development of the subject matter. A few
general remarks may be made however about the techniques employed in the
preparation'of the questionnaires. Most questions are directed either to obtain
information or to elicit opinions from the member Governments. Where the
subject matter is not very highly developed at the international level, the ques-
tionnaire may be directed primarily to eliciting opinions from the
Governments, since the report may have to identify a wide variety of options,
the questionnaire then presenting these to the Governments and seeking their
opinions for the purpose of redlucing the number of options. On the other
hand, where the subject has been extensively studied at the international level,
the number of options will often have been reduced as a result of such study,
by elimination of those which are not feasible. Therefore, the questionnaire on
such a highly developed topic may be yery carefully directed to obtain factual
information on specific remaining critical points and occasionally the separate
report will be dispensed with, being replaced instead with a question-by-
question commentary throughout the questionnaire. This process is also
affected by the breadth of the topic as originally defined, which may in itself
determine the range of the options available. Sometimes, also, a topic by its
very nature will call for a fairly even balance of information-seeking and
opinion-eliciting questions. Attention is in any case directed to limiting the
length of the questionnaire as much as possible, in order to reduce the burden
on the administrations of the member Governments and to improve the qual-
ity of the responses, which will be more valuable if the questions are precise
and to the point.

(iii) The discussion stage

10. The first meeting of Governmental representatives on each topic is
normally a meeting of legal experts, who will have studied the questionnaire
and report on the replies of the Governments and sometimes a synthesis of the
replies prepared by the secretariat. Experts attending the first meeting are
asked to express their opinions on the various questions broadly and personally
without binding their Governments at this stage. A chairman, a vice-chairman
and a rapporteur are selected from among the experts attending. The chair-
man, and in his absence the vice-chairman, generally conducts the discussions
with technical assistance from members of the secretariat, who also participate
in the discussions. The rapporteur will take notes on the important points of
the discussions and will participate ex officio in any drafting committee which
may be set up to draw tentative conclusions from the meeting. The continuing
discussion process is facilitated by the practice of the secretariat to prepare on
a daily basis summary reports of each meeting which take the place of a full
set of minutes; since the report of the latest meeting is normally available at
the commencement of the next session, these reports improve both the
continuity of the discussions and the work of the drafting committee.

11. This first meeting usually lasts one week and normally results in a set
of written conclusions, drawn up by a small drafting committee or sometimes
by a member of the secretariat, following the meeting. The responsible



member of the secretariat may also prepare and distribute a written document
identifying the options which will be presented to the next Special Commis-
sion meeting and the decisions which will have to be taken by that
Commission.

(iv) The drafting stage

12. The work of drafting a treaty text normally begins with the second
Special Commission meeting. This meeting will have before it certain written
conclusions drawn from the first meeting, and it may have the benefit of a text
drawn up, as a basis for discussion, by a small working group during the
interim. It should be particularly noted that the general practice of the Hague
Conference has been to avoid preparation of draft articles of a treaty in
advance of the experts' meeting and rather to leave the form and structure of
the draft produced to the Commission of experts themselves and their drafting
committee or small working group following the first round of general discus-
sions. On a few occasions drafts which had been prepared at previous meetings
of the Conference were taken as the basis for discussions on a new treaty; in
only one instance (Convention of 15 November 1965 on Jurisdiction, Applicable
Law and Recognition of Decrees Relating to Adoptions) did the secretariat of the
Conference itself draw up a draft of treaty articles in advance of the first meet-
ing of the experts. The preparation of an advance text by the secretariat is not
favoured because of its tendency to fix the attention of the delegates from the
participating States on particular language directed to particular solutions,
before there has been a general discussion. A general round of rema:ks by the
experts in attendance seems to be a useful preliminary to the first draft, since
some problems anticipated by the secretariat may not arise, or at least they
may not be so acute as to require the radical treatment of an express provision
in the treaty.

13. The drafting committee usually consists of five or six experts headed
by a chairman, the rapporteur of the Special Commission being an ex officio
member of the Committee. Since the official lanaguages of the Conference are
French and English, the Committee will normally include at least one native
speaker of each of these languages. The drafting committee also normally
includes experts who are native speakers neither of French nor of English,
both for the broader range of legal experience which this brings and because
potential difficulties of translation into non-official languages may thus be
raised already at the drafting stage. Texts are drafted in French and English
simultaneously by the Committee, with the assistance of members of the per-
manent secretariat, and the effort to obtain full correspondence between the
texts thus begins at this stage. The bilingual discussions held by the drafting
committee are also important with regard to the substance of the treaty, since
the effort to develop texts in two languages at the same time often brings out
points of misunderstanding which had not come out in the general discussions
of the Commission.

14. Formal and technical clauses are normally not dealt with by the Spe-
cial Commission but referred to the Plenary Session. These are co-ordinated to
the extent possible for the several conventions under study by a general com-
mittee of each Session which attempts to maintain uniformity of language and
technique for the formal and protocol clauses. This is not always possible,
since the nature of the subject matter and the type of convention dictate some



deviations from the model, but in recent years the effort to rationalise and
standardise the clauses which provide the operating mechanisms of the treaties
has made great progress.

15. The Commission which deals with a subject at the Plenary Session of
the Conference is organised along much the same lines as the Special Commis-
sion which preceded it, though it will usually have broader representation. I At
the Plenary Session, full summaries of the remarks of the speakers are
prepared following each sitting of the Commission and distributed the next
morning, providing a basis for continuity in the discussions.

16. The process which has been described generally provides some
guarantees against wholesale or radical revision of the text in the late stages.
The fact that the text arises directly from the discussions of the experts tends
to create a fairly stable base, even though there will be States represented at
the Plenary Session by experts who did not participate in the Special
Commission's work.

17. Occasionally, for one reason or another, the text of a convention
cannot be completed at the Plenary Session for which it is scheduled. In these
cases, the Conference has scheduled a further Special Commission to meet,
continuing the work of the Plenary Session for the limited purposes of estab-
lishing that treaty text. This procedure was used following the Twelfth (1972)
and the Thirteenth (1976) Sessions.

18. At times the Conference drafts recommendations concerning the
application or the operation of a convention.

(v) The consolidation stage

19. After the definitive text of the convention has been established, con-
solidation of the result achieved begins. The same Plenary Session of the
Conference that prepared the treaty also usually sets an approximate date
upon which it will be opened for signature; this is usually about one year after
the end of the session at which the text has been prepared, which allows time
for the Report on the convention to be prepared and distributed.

20. When the rapporteur submits his draft to the Permanent Bureau of
the Conference, members of the Permanent Bureau, in particular, the responsi-
ble member who worked with the Commission that prepared the convention
and the secretary-general, review the draft and may propose suggested
changes, deletions or additions.

21. The definitive edition of the report is the last document in the bound
volume concerning the convention, and the secretariat prepares tables for
inclusion at the end of the report which show not only the contents of the
volume but also the historical development of the different provisions in the
convention, from the preliminary draft prepared by the Special Commission
through the principal drafts worked upon by the Commission at the Plenary
Session, and including references to the minutes of the particular sessions of
the Commission at which the individual provisions were discussed. Any
recommendations adopted concerning the application or the operation of the
convention will also be included.

22. The final publication of the materials on a particular convention,
which will take the form of a bound volume in the series of the Actes et docu-
ments de la Confdrence de la Haye de droit international privd, will also include



the names and capacities of the persons who attended the Special Commis-
sions and the releyant Commission of the Plenary Session and a full set of
summary minutes of the remarks made orally by delegates at the Plenary Ses-
sion, as well as the working documents submitted by delegates, drafting com-
mittees or the secretariat at that Session.

23. Publication of these materials in a definitive version is the final step
in this very important consolidation stage, where the work of the four-year
cycle is pulled together and preserved in bound form for future users of the
convention and for researchers.

(b) Personnel

24. No description of techniques and procedures used by the Conference
in the elaboration of multilateral treaties would be complete without some
description of the people who employ the techniques and carry out the pro-
cedures. The organizational structure and the general cycle of activity of the
organisation are determined along broad lines by the Statute of the Hague
Conference on Private International Law (United Nations, Treaty Series, 1955,
p. 123, No. 2997, hereafter referred to as the "Statute") which entered into
force on 15 July 1955 and now has 28 States Parties to it. Those States and the
treaties which they have igned or ratified are indicated on the attached table
of signatures and ratifications, while accession by States non-members of the
Conferen6e are shown on the reverse side of the table. It should be mentioned
that the admission of the Kingdom of Morocco to membership in the Confer-
ence has been proposed by the Netherlands Government and that this propo-
sal has been approved, pursuant to the procedures set out in the Statute of the
Conference mentioned above.

(i) The permanent secretariat

25. The Permanent Bureau of the Conference was organized in 1955
under the terms in particular of articles 3, 4 and 5 of the Statute. It presently
consists of a secretary-general, a deputy secretary-general and two secre-
taries, belonging to different nationalities, all of whom must have legal
knowledge and practical experience appropriate to their positions. It carries
out its activities under 'the supervision of the Netherlands Standing
Government Committee on Private International Law.

26. The Permanent Bureau is primarily a "scientific" secretariat. Its role
in the "research stage" of the preparation of a treaty as mentioned above is
preponderant. Once the first Special Commission meets, that role becomes
less obtrusive for, as mentioned above, the texts are developed directly from
the discussions of the experts attending the meetings.

(ii) The National Organs

27. Under article 6 of the Statute, the Government of each member
State is to designate a National Organ for the purpose of facilitating communi-
cations between the members of the Conference and the Permanent Bureau.
The Permanent Bureau is authorized to correspond with all of the National
Organs so designated and with concerned international organizations.

28. The National Organ of a member State is usually a designated office
within its Ministry of Justice or its Ministry of Foreign Affairs; however, a few
States have designated their Embassies at The Hague as their National Organs.



29. The National Organs serve a very important purpose since they pro-
vide the normal channel of communication between the Permanent Bureau
and the body within each member State which prepares replies to the ques-
tionnaires on technical subjects and which is usually consulted in connection
with the naming of experts and delegates for meetings organized by the
Conference. The designation of National Organs by the member States there-
fore greatly facilitates the preparation of multilateral treaties.

(iii) The expert delegates
30. The designation of experts to attend Special Commission meetings

on behalf of a member State is normally confirmed to the Permanent Bureau
by the National Organ of the particular country. The experts should have a
fine appreciation of the problems of private international law. The technical
expertise which the delegates need to have helps to assure the essentially* non-
political nature of the Conference's work. No geographic or regional sub-
groups are formed or represented either among the Commission's members or
on the drafting Committees.

31. The delegation of each country at the Plenary Session of the Confer-
ence is headed by a fully accredited diplomatic representative who is author-
ised to represent his country and to sign the Final Act of that Plenary Session
on behalf of his Government. The Final Act of each Session of the Conference
therefore reflects the considered judgement of the experts and diplomatic
representatives of. the member States of the Conference as to the definitive
treaty texts there established, any provisions for continuation or consolidation
of the work there undertaken and recommendations as to future work to be
pursued.

(iv) Observers of international organizations
32. Representatives of other inter-governmental organizations-A number of

other international organizations have overlapping interests with the Hague
Conference to a greater or lesser degree. Depending on the nature of the
subject-matter, then, some of these organizations will be invited to send
representatives as observers to participate in the preparatory meetings and the
Plenary Sessions in the preparation of treaties on particular topics. The atten-
dance and participation of such observers is of importance, as well for the con-
tribution of relevant experience which they bring as for the continuing
exchange of current information on work going on among various interna-
tional organizations which results. The tradition of the Conference is that
observers may take the floor freely and make suggestions, even in writing.

33. In the United Nations Organization, the Legal Counsel's Office and
the United Nations Commission on International Trade Law (UNCITRAL)
have made continuing and helpful contributions to the Conference's work and
there is excellent liaison and continuing exchange of information between the
Permanent Bureau and their staffs. The Council of Europe has partially over-
lapping interests with the Conference in a number of fields and the liaison
through the exchange of observers is continuous and fruitful. Also, some of the
work of the European Economic Communities touches upon or parallels the
work of the Conference, calling for exchanges of observers; this overlap has
recently been expanded from the field of obligations to include also certain
specific aspects of family law and procedure. There is a continuous exchange



of documentation and observers between the Conference and the Organization
of American States, the Asian-African Legal Consultative Committee and the
Commonwealth Secretariat. In some areas of the law of family status,
exchange of documentation and liaison through the sending of observers
occurs with the International Commission on Civil Status (CIEC). On a
specific subject, recognition and validity of trusts, the Conference received an
observer from the Bank of International Settlements.

34. Non-governmental organizations-Among the non-governmental organ-
izations, International Social Service, based at Geneva, has provided substan-
tial input on the sociological aspects of several major problems of international
family law taken on by the Conference-in particular, protection of minors,
adoption and currently international abduction of children by one parent
("legal kidnapping"). The Union internationale du Notariat latin has made sub-
stantial contributions from its expertise in regard to a broad range of subjects
where the preparation of authenticated contracts or other documents is either
customary or required by law in certain States. The Union internationale des
huissiers de justice et officiers judiciaires has on several occasions brought the
benefit of its experience, in connection particularly with problems of service of
documents internationally. The Comitd europden des assurances has sent
observers on questions involving insurance law and practice.

(v) Non-member States
35. A number of States non-members of the Conference have sent

invited observers to Special Commission meetings and Plenary Sessions. This
can be a prelude to a formal application for membership by the State
represented.

36. When non-member States are Parties to a Convention which is being
revised by the Conference, pursuant to Article 40 of the Vienna Convention on
the Law of Treaties, those States are invited to participate in the work of revi-
sion with full voting status.

(vi) Temporary assistants
37. It is necessary to obtain competent jurists to serve as secrdtaires

rddacteurs for the larger meetings, both to reduce the work of the permanent
staff in preparation of necessary summaries of discussions and to free the
members of the Permanent Bureau for participation in the discussions and in
the work of the drafting committees. Attendance by temporary secrdtaires
rddacteurs-usually professors, practising lawyers or advanced students of
private international law-helps to ensure the availability of minutes of high
quality on a daily basis.

3. Extraordinary Sessions of the Conference

38. Article 3 of the Statute provides that, in addition to the ordinary Ses-
sions of the Conference which take place in principle every four years, the
Netherlands Standing Government Committee may, in case of need, if the
members of the Conference are in favour, ask the Netherlands Government to
call an Extraordinary Session of the Conference. This has been done only
once. The Extraordinary Session in question was held in 1966 for the purpose
of preparing the Convention on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign
Judgments in Civil and Commercial Matters.



39. The provision for Extraordinary Sessions is primarily designed to
deal with those subjects which are so large that their inclusion in the agenda of
an ordinary Session would overburden and thereby distort the work on the
other subjects being dealt with at that Session. This was felt to be the case with
the subject of the recognition and enforcement of foreign judgements in civil
and commercial matters.

40. The Conference decided at its Fourteenth Session in 1980 to hold an
Extraordinary Session for the purpose of revising the Convention of 15 July
1955 on the Law Applicable to International Sales of Goods. At the same time
the Conference decided that such subjects of broad interest in the field of
international trade law called for a wider opening of the Conference, which
would assure the participation of States which are not members of the Hague
Conference on Private International Law-in particular that this would provide
a broader range of input from developing countries and from countries with
fully-planned economies.

41. Since the revised Convention, when prepared, will be a counterpart
and to a large extent a complement to the United Nations Convention on
Contracts for the International Sale of Goods, drawn up at Vienna in 1980 on
the basis of a draft prepared within the United Nations Commission on Inter-
national Trade Law (UNCITRAL), it was felt that it would be appropriate to
invite all member States of UNCITRAL to participate in the preparatory
work. The preparatory phase therefore will be carried out by meetings of a
Special Commission which will consist of Hague Conference member States
and UNCITRAL member States, each with full rights of participation, includ-
ing the right to vote. The final stage of adoption of the revised Convention will
be carried out at a diplomatic conference to be held at The Hague in 1985 or
1986, to which all States will be invited.

42. The procedure for holding an Extraordinary Session to deal with a
single topic of international trade law, in which non-member States of the
Hague Conference are invited to participate with the full right of vote, may be
followed in the future for subjects other than the international sale of goods.
In particular, the revision of the Geneva Conventions of 1930 and 1931 on the
conflict of laws for negotiable instruments and cheques may be undertaken
through the use of a similar procedure.

NOTE

I Formal rules of procedure are adopted for each Plenary Session.


